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This work is a culmination of a series of published works related to the use of the
Material Point Method (MPM) in modeling wood adhesive bonds. The use of wood
as construction material has the potential to play a small role in the solution to
the current CO2 and climate change crisis. Therefore, wood as an engineering and
structural material appears to have increased popularity among green-minded architects and builders. Much of wood used as a structural or engineering material is in
the form of a wood composite, common examples include plywood, oriented strand
board (OSB), laminated veneer lumber (LVL), particle board, cross-laminated timber
(CLT), and others. Clearly, a vital component of all these products is the adhesive
bond between the pieces of wood. The motivation of this work is to thoroughly understand the mechanics and properties of a wood adhesive bond through the use of
computational numerical modeling.
A detailed and full-featured customized numerical modeling paradigm for wood
adhesive bonds using MPM is introduced. The effective goal is to start with a specific
wood structure and the liquid properties of an uncured adhesive, and to fully model

and verify every aspect of the wood adhesive bond with MPM. This is a complex endeavor and has several intermediate steps, including modeling how adhesive flows into
the wood structure and modeling the mechanical performance of the wood adhesive
bonds.
To improve the modeling of fluids and fluid-structure interaction in MPM, an
advancement called XPIC (eXtended Particle In Cell) was invented and introduced
to significantly reduce noise and high frequency oscillations in MPM simulations.
XPIC was used to improve MPM simulations in all the chapters of this dissertation.
MPM simulations were used to model the pressure-driven flow of uncured adhesive
in a wood structure, created using XCT scans of actual wood adhesive bond segments.
These simulations are verified against experimental x-ray data. To model the mechanical performance of a wood bond, mechanical properties are needed, ideally the
properties of the particular piece of wood. This is partially achievable with nanoindentation. However, the standard methods for analyzing nanoindentation don’t apply
to the anisotropic wood cell walls and further numerical modeling is needed. The use
of MPM for modeling nanoindentation is investigated and it is found that MPM is
well suited to handle this modeling and that numerical modeling is indeed important
for accurate and consistent material properties.
Finally, modeling the mechanical performance of a wood adhesive bond with the
geometry created from the adhesive squeezing simulations or from XCT data is investigated. MPM simulations investigating the mechanical behavior of wood-adhesive
bonds are compared with experimental data obtained from DVC analysis of XCT
scans of wood specimens under load.
Not every step in the proposed overarching modeling paradigm has been fully
completed but progress has been made toward each step. And the feasibility of
each step is demonstrated. Once the modeling paradigm has been fully implemented

with MPM and verified with experiments, the next phase is to use this modeling to
further the understanding of wood adhesive bonds, to suggest and inform additional
experiments, and to optimize adhesives and bonding procedures.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Due to the current economic and environmental climate, wood as an engineering and
structural material seems to be enjoying increased popularity among green-minded
architects and builders [6]. If managed properly, wood has the potential to be an ecofriendly and sustainable resource [9]. Also by replacing steel and concrete, along with
the ability of trees to sequester carbon, the increase of use of wood as construction
material has the potential to play a small role in the solution to the current CO2 and
climate change crisis. Because of these factors, the use of wood could face a large
increase [6]. While the fact that wood is a natural material might mean it is better
for the environment, it also means it is highly variable and has a limited number
of available geometries. The effect of both limitations can be partially mitigated by
cutting the wood into smaller pieces and then gluing them back together in the desired
shape. This strategy randomizes the defects and increases the homogeneity of the
final product. This reduces variability and increases strength, while also allowing for
nearly any shape and size to be created. Common examples of these wood-composite
products are plywood, oriented strand board (OSB), laminated veneer lumber (LVL),
particle board, cross-laminated timber (CLT), and others. Clearly, a vital component
of all these products is the adhesive bond between the pieces of wood. Therefore,
increased understanding of the wood adhesive bond has an important role to play in
pushing the frontier of wood products. The underlying goal of this dissertation is to
further this understanding through the use of computational mechanics and numerical
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modeling.

1.2 Numerical modeling of wood-adhesive bonds
Theory and modeling of physical phenomena (there is some debate on whether these
are equivalent, or separate things [2]) alongside experimentation and observation,
serve as the fundamental pillars of science [2]. A new pillar of science emerged in the
last century that is computational science, also called Simulation-Based Engineering
Science (SBES) [10]. This designation of computational science as a new pillar is not
universally agreed on [2]. The modeling of mechanics behavior of the wood-adhesive
bond lines falls under the field of continuum mechanics. But for more complex models
or geometries, computational methods are needed, thus the field of computational
mechanics. The work done in this dissertation falls into the category of computational
mechanics which is a subset of SBES.
Modeling is valuable to science for many reasons, aside from also just being fun
and cool. First, it helps in the understanding of physical phenomena. Along these
lines, this increased understanding can help inform experiments, showing where the
gaps in information are, suggesting what information can be available. In the (alleged) words of Sir Arthur Eddington [7]: “Never trust an experimental result until
it has been confirmed by theory.” Information that cannot be directly observed from
experimental observations can often be estimated using modeling. A relevant example is stress in a continuum; it cannot be measured in many cases, but it can be
accurately estimated from material models using measurable quantities like strain,
specimen geometry and applied forces. Similarly, modeling can reduce the need for
experimentation. Once a model is sufficiently validated, virtual experiments can be
conducted using the model for new situations, reducing the need for possibly ex-
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pensive or time-consuming physical experiments. In short, models can be used for
prediction; prediction of the behavior of a new situation, experiment or design. This
makes approaches like design optimization possible.
Finally, modeling allows for experimentation with the impossible. For example,
suppose you wanted to know what the effect would be on the oceans of deleting the
moon. This is an experiment that would be nearly impossible to conduct. And even
if it was possible, this plan would be met with stiff opposition from interested parties
(i.e. the rest of the world). However, all is not lost. Using relevant models, it would
be possible to get a good idea of the effect of deleting the moon. These reasons
are important in better understanding wood adhesive bonds and wood-composites in
general. Computational modeling in concert with experiments can provide insight
into what factors are most important in creating strong and cost-effective bonds. For
example, is it the adhesive penetration or cured properties of the adhesive, or the
wood structure that has the biggest effect on performance, and why? Hopefully, the
work done in this dissertation can lead to methods able to provide ready answers to
these types of questions.

1.3 Computational Mechanics and the Material Point Method (MPM)
All the computational modeling discussed here are carried out using a computational
mechanics method called the Material Point Method (MPM). MPM is a hybrid of
mesh and particle methods and a hybrid of Eulerian and Lagrangian methods [1,
8, 10]. The modeled continuum is discretized into a set of material points (hence
the name). These particle or material points store all the simulation; each particle
stores its own position, velocity, deformation gradient, stress, mass, etc. At each time
step in a MPM simulation, the particles interpolate their information to a (generally
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rectangular) background grid where the equations of motions are solved. Then this
updated information is interpolated back to the particle natures. The hybrid nature
of MPM lets it avoid some of the disadvantages of the pure methods and it is well
equipped to handle problems with large deformations, multiple interfacing materials,
and extreme loading conditions. Since the geometries are discretized by breaking
into particles, MPM can handle complex geometries with ease. Model geometries can
be straightforwardly created from the voxels from an X-ray computed tomography
scan (XCT). Because of this, this method has been used to model brain accelerations
from MRI data of live human brain under sudden accelerations [3]. And this is also
important in high-resolution modeling of wood. An example of a wood XCT slice
and its easy conversion to a MPM geometry model is shown below in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: An example of a 2D XCT slice and its simple conversion to a MPM
geometry.

1.4 Grand Unifying Theory
As stated above, the motivation of this work is to thoroughly understand the mechanics and properties of a wood adhesive bond with the use of computational numerical
modeling. To achieve this, a holistic plan was developed for customized modeling of
wood-adhesive bonds. The goal is to start with an arbitrary wood structure (most
likely created from an XCT scan, but other options are available), a set of rheolog-
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ical and mechanical properties of an adhesive (in both liquid and cured form), and
the mechanical properties of wood cell walls and build a complete methodology that
can model and predict the mechanical performance of this bond. To accomplish this
overarching goal, multiple intermediate steps are needed. A graphic illustrating these
steps is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Graphic illustrating the necessary steps to achieve the overarching goal
of customized modeling of wood adhesive bonds. The dashed line shows the desired
“effective” path from starting point to end point. Solid arrows represent necessary
steps to achieve that goal.
The first step is to start with the properties of the adhesive and the geometry
in the wood. This step is useful to understand how the structure and the liquid
adhesive rheological properties affect the wood adhesive bond. MPM can handle
the fluid structure interaction needed to model this experiment. However, MPM
can be somewhat noisy in the modeling of liquids. In Chapter 2, we introduce a
new method called XPIC for MPM that reduces noise in this type of simulation. In
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certain types of MPM simulations, the material points can develop high-frequency
information that is not seen by the background grid which degrades the quality of
the results. XPIC ensures that the MPM grid has the same information, improving
the simulation results.
In Chapter 4, we investigate the process of modeling the pressure-driven flow of
adhesive into wood structures using MPM. Interdepartmental XCT data of a woodadhesive bond is used to create MPM geometries of the wood minus the adhesive.
Then regions of undeformed, uncured adhesive are created in the models. The modeled wood structures are forced together in MPM simulations to investigate how
adhesive flows into wood structures. To ensure that the simulations are accurately
modeling reality, they need to be verified with experimental data. For this step,
there are several ways for verification, these are illustrated below in Figure 1.3. The
simplest is to compare the final geometry of the adhesive penetration simulations to
the geometries of adhesive regions in XCT data. This step is discussed in Chapter
4. The second, perhaps less obvious way is to use MPM simulations to compare the
mechanical performance of the wood-adhesive geometries created from the simulations, with the performance of the geometries data created from the XCT data. This
verification method can check that the simulated and experimental geometries share
relevant features even if the geometries do not match up well. This is discussed in
Chapter 5.
With the new geometry created by the glue adhesive simulations in Chapter 4,
the next step is to use that geometry to model the mechanical behavior of the bond.
But to model this wood adhesive bond using MPM (or any computational model)
we need the mechanical properties of the wood cells and the cured adhesive as well.
Obviously, the accuracy of the models depends on the accuracy of the input properties. In wood, these properties can be highly variable and not necessarily known
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Figure 1.3: The simulations of adhesive forced into the wood structure can be verified
by comparing the final geometry to XCT data, and also by comparing the mechanical
behavior of both geometries in MPM simulations.

Figure 1.4: The MPM simulations of the wood-adhesive bonds need to be verified
with experimental data.
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a priori. These properties can be measured locally using nanoindentation [4]. But
the common methods for analyzing nanoindentation rely on isotropic materials in an
infinite half space and deviations from these assumptions can cause significant errors
in estimation of properties. Nanoindentation into wood cell walls does not meet any
of these criteria, not even approximately. Therefore, modeling the nanoindentation
process is important for calibrating and understanding the results. Chapter 3 will
discuss modeling nanoindentation using MPM.
Once the mechanical properties for wood are found, there exists the necessary
data to accurately model and predict the adhesive bond performance. Now that
all the pieces are in place, the full model of the wood adhesive bond can be built.
This model also needs to be verified with real-life data. Through intra-department
collaboration, we have access to experimental testing of small scale wood adhesive
bonds. This experimental data and its collection is described in [5]. Wood specimens
were bonded together and then loaded under a high resolution X-ray scan. Using
these scans, the complex cellular wood structure was reconstructed using XCT. The
specimens were subjected to several different loads, and separate scans were taken
at each load. Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) was applied to these XCT volumes
to calculate displacement and strain data on the specimens. This XCT data was
used to create a geometrical model in MPM which is tested in virtual experiments.
The results are then compared to the experimental DVC data. This is discussed in
Chapter 5.

Chapters 2,3,4 are also stand alone manuscripts; Chapter 2 is published in Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 3,4 have been submitted for
publication. Chapter 5 is not a paper yet but includes work towards a future publication. Not every step laid out in Figure 1.2 has been fully investigated in this
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dissertation, but each Chapter addresses parts of this plan.
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Chapter 2: A New Method for Material Point Method Particle
Updates that Reduces Noise and Enhances Stability
Particle In Cell (or PIC) and FLuid Implicit Particle (or FLIP)
Current material point method (MPM) particle updates use a PIC (Particle In
Cell ) approach, a FLIP (Fully Lagrangian Implicit P) article approach, or a linear
combination of PIC and FLIP. A PIC update filters velocity in each time step, which
causes unwanted numerical diffusion, while FLIP eliminates that diffusion, but may
retain too much noise. This paper develops a new particle update termed XPIC(m)
(for eXtended PIC of order m) because it generalizes PIC updates. XPIC(1) is
identical to current PIC methods, but higher orders of XPIC(m) address the over
filtering and numerical diffusion of PIC, while still filtering out noise caused by the
nontrivial null space of the extrapolation matrix used in MPM. As m → ∞, XPIC(m)
converges to a modified FLIP update with orthogonal removal of null space noise. The
frequency response and filtering properties of XPIC(m) are investigated and several
numerical examples demonstrate its advantages over other update methods.

2.1 Introduction
The Material Point Method (MPM) is a solid mechanics numerical tool that is well
suited for solving problems involving complex geometries, large deformations, historydependent materials, and contact. The method is a hybrid Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation where a modeled object is discretized into a set of material points or particles. Information needed to solve the equations of motions is extrapolated back and
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forth between material points and a background grid. MPM has been able to simulate a diverse array of complex problems. A partial list includes modeling complex
biological structures [10] (including resolving cellular structure of wood [15, 16, 19]),
granular materials [5], land slides and avalanches [12], explosive welding [26], cutting
simulations [1, 17], sea ice dynamics [24], snow dynamics [22] and fracture simulations
[4, 14].
Each dynamic MPM time step interpolates particle information to the grid, solves
equations of motion on the grid, and then updates particle properties including stress,
strain, plastic or damage history variables, velocity, and position. When updating
velocity and position, two methods (or a mixture of the two) are currently available
— Particle In Cell (or PIC) and Fully Lagrangian Implicit Particle (or FLIP). PIC
was developed by Harlow [11]. Although stable, it filters velocities that can lead
to overdamping of kinetic energy in dynamic problems. FLIP was developed by
Brackbill et al. [7, 8] to reduce dissipation by eliminating velocity filtering. It can,
however, introduce noise that eventually reduces stability. PIC and FLIP particle
methods, which were derived for fluids, were extended to solid mechanics by MPM
[23]. The original MPM used FLIP methods and they remain the standard MPM
particle update method.
Attempts to reduce FLIP noise include using a convex combination of FLIP and
PIC [17, 22] and using a smoothing operator for spatial gradients [9]. While these
approaches do reduce noise, they still suffer from unwelcome damping. Here, we
propose a new method referred to as eXtended PIC or XPIC(m) of order m = 1
to ∞. XPIC(1) is identical to current PIC methods, which over filters velocities and
may dissipate kinetic energy. As m → ∞, XPIC(m) asymptotically approaches a
modified FLIP update that removes all noise associated with the null space of the
extrapolation matrix. This limit provides an optimal update method for MPM with
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ideal frequency properties, i.e, removal of null space noise without causing numerical
diffusion or reducing accuracy
Section 2.2 rederives FLIP and PIC velocity updates using inverse problems
methodology. We then show that the new XPIC(m) method can be derived as a
natural extension of that framework simply by revising the constraint in the inverse
problem. The frequency response of XPIC(m) updates are examined along with convergence of XPIC(m) to orthogonal null space removal. Finally, Section 2.3 gives
example problems that demonstrate some XPIC(m) properties and show advantages
of XPIC(m) over prior methods.

2.2 Numerical Methods
2.2.1 MPM Extrapolations
MPM is based on a dual representation of a modeled object — a Lagrangian view
(particles) and an Eulerian view (grid). The particles carry conserving quantities such
as mass, momentum and (possibly) history-dependent material properties. Momenta
and gradient information are computed on the grid and used to solve the momentum
equation. In each time step, updated grid information (or Eulerian frame) G is linearly
mapped to the particle space (or Lagrangian frame) P :
S:G→P

(2.1)

where S is an matrix of interpolation coefficients. To create this array, the grid space
is expanded in an approximate basis of “grid shape functions,” denoted here as Ni (x)
for node i. The particle space is expanded in an approximate basis of “particle shape
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functions,” that are based on a particle’s position and domain and denoted here as
χp (x) for particle p (it is typically 1 within the particle domain and zero elsewhere).
The final MPM shape functions are created by convolution of these two bases [3].
R
Spi (x) =

χp (x)Ni (x)dx
R
χp (x)dx

(2.2)

These MPM shape functions define the elements Spi of the S matrix corresponding
to particle p and node i. These shape functions have partition of unity on the grid:
X
i

Spi = 1

∀p.

(2.3)

The simplest mapping is a nearest grid point interpolation (NGP), where particles
map all their information to their nearest grid node. In one dimension of a regular
grid with cell size ∆x, NGP interpolation corresponds to grid shape functions that
are “box-car” functions (

or Ni (x) = rect((x − xi )/∆x) for node at xi ), and

particle shape functions that are Dirac delta functions (

or χp (x) = δ(x − xp )

for particle at xp ). The FLIP and PIC precursors to MPM were developed around
these shape functions [7, 8, 11]. The original development of MPM replaced “boxcar” functions with overlapping tent functions (
and retained Dirac delta functions (

or Ni (x) = tri((x − xi )/∆x))

) on the particles [23]. The resulting MPM

shape functions are in C 0 , but their discontinuous derivatives causes problems when
particles cross cell boundaries. The generalized interpolation material point (GIMP)
shape functions [3] were developed, in part, to improve cell-crossing issues. GIMP’s
mapping convolves overlapping tent functions (
functions (

) on the grid with “box-car”

or χp = rect((x − xp )/lp ) where lp is current length of the particle

domain) on the particles. The resulting MPM shape functions are very similar to
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quadratic b-splines and are in C 1 . Other possible shape functions include CPDI [20],
higher order b-splines [21], and many undeveloped ones that could be derived by
GIMP methods [3].
The S matrix maps from the grid to the particles, but MPM also needs to map
from the particles to the grid. When velocity is mapped from the particles to the
grid, it is in the form of momentum. This extrapolation results in a mass-weighted
mapping of particle velocities (V ) to grid velocities (v) of:

S+ : P → G =⇒ v = S+ V

(2.4)

where all MPM implementations use [23]:
+

T

S = DS M, D

n×n


= diag

1
ST M



, and MN ×N = diag (M )


Mp Spi
+
i.e., Sip = P
Mp Spi

(2.5)

where M is a vector of particle masses (Mp ) and n and N are the number of nodes
and particles, respectively. Throughout this paper we use lower case letters for grid
quantities and upper case letters for particle quantities. Much MPM literature is
based on the corresponding extrapolation of particle momentum (P ) to the grid
T
using p = ST P and elements Sip
are denoted as Sip ; we changed this prior notation
T
to the more consistent Sip
= Spi .

In each MPM time step, S+ maps particle velocities to the grid and S maps them
back. The mapping and its reverse come naturally from the variational framework of
MPM [3] and was originally derived by a weighted, least-squares analysis of extrapolation followed by using a lumped mass matrix to derive the above elements of S+
[23]. A better approach would be to find S+ by inverting S, but that approach has
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two problems. First, the number of particles is usually greater than the number of
grid nodes in play, which means the S matrix is neither square nor invertible. Second,
dealing with non-square S by finding a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse [6] on each
time step would be prohibitively expensive. In contrast, the current reverse mapping
in Eq. (2.5) is very efficient; in fact, it is almost free.
If the standard MPM shape functions are replaced by the simpler NGP shape
function, and all particles have the same mass, we have observed that S+ in Eq. (2.5) is
the exact Moore-Penrose inverse of S (see theorem 1 in the Appendix). Furthermore,
an NGP analysis for velocity updates can be posed as a suite of inverse problems with
exact solutions. By changing the constraint in the problem, various analyses lead to
FLIP, PIC, or the new XPIC(m) update methods. For non-NGP interpolations, or
when particles have different masses, the inverse solution is no longer exact (or S+ in
no longer the exact generalized inverse of S), but the derived update methods can be
treated as approximate solutions.

2.2.2 FLIP and PIC Derivations by Inverse Methodology
Although literature derivation of FLIP [7, 8] and PIC [11] updates were done differently, we show how to derive them using inverse methodology. Starting with a vector
of updated velocities on the grid:

v (k+) = v (k) + a(k) ∆t

(2.6)

where v (k) and a(k) are velocity and acceleration vectors on the grid in time step
k, the MPM update needs to find particle velocities by inverting the particle-to-grid
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extrapolation:
S+ V (k+1) = v (k+)

(2.7)

In general, there are more particles than active grid points, so Eq. (2.7) has an infinite
number of solutions. To get a unique solution some constraint must be added. One
choice is to constrain the new particle velocity to be close to the previous velocity,
which gives this inverse problem:

V (k+1) = argmin kV − V (k) k2

S+ V = v (k+)

such that:

(2.8)

V

It follows from Theorem 2 in the Appendix that Eq. (2.8) has the solution:

V (k+1) = Sv (k+) + (I − SS+ )V (k)

(2.9)

V (k+1) = S(a∆t + S+ V (k) ) + (I − SS+ )V (k) = V (k) + Sa∆t

(2.10)

Rewriting Eq. (2.9) gives:

which is the usual FLIP update [17, 22] (i.e., increment particle velocity by acceleration extrapolated from the grid).
Another constraint choice, which will give a new style update, is to constrain
magnitude of the updated velocity vector to be as small as possible:

V (k+1) = argmin kV k2

such that:

S+ V = v (k+)

(2.11)

V

which from Theorem 2 in the Appendix has the solution:

V (k+1) = Sv (k+)

(2.12)
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This update is the usual PIC update [17, 22] (i.e., replace particle velocity with
velocity extrapolated from the grid). This formulation helps explain PIC dissipation
— it is trying to drive the velocities towards zero in order to minimize its constraint.
It achieves this minimization by diffusing the velocities and thereby dissipating kinetic
energy.
Each MPM time step needs to update both particle velocity and position. Those
updates can be written in a generalized form that accommodates FLIP and PIC
updates as:

V

(k+1)

= V

(k)

Z

∆t

A(k) dt = V (k) + A(k) ∆t

+

(2.13)

0

X

(k+1)

(k)

Z

∆t


Sv (k) + A(k) t dt
0


1 (k)
(k)
(k)
(k+)
= X + Sv
∆t +
A − Sa
(∆t)2
2

= X

+

(2.14)
(2.15)

where A(k) is an effective acceleration for the chosen update method. The integrals
were found by midpoint rule with A(k) and v (k) constant over the time step. FLIP or
PIC style updates use these accelerations:

A(k) = Sa(k)
A(k) = Sa(k) −

(FLIP)
(I − SS+ )V (k)
∆t

(PIC)

(2.16)
(2.17)

Obviously, a linear combination of FLIP and PIC [17, 22] uses:

A(k) = Sa(k) −

fP IC (I − SS+ )V (k)
∆t

(2.18)

where fP IC is fraction PIC in the update. Many MPM codes simplify to a first order
position update — X (k+1) = X (k) + Sv (k+) ∆t. Although this approach works to first
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order for pure FLIP updates, it is unacceptable for a generalized update including
both FLIP and PIC. When using some PIC, the apparantly second order (∆t)2 term in
Eq. (2.15) expands to include a first order term [17], which implies that a generalized
position update has to be second order.

2.2.3 XPIC(m) Derivation
Alternatives to FLIP and PIC updates can be derived by changing the constraint imposed on the inverse problem. The goals for a new update method are to reduce both
velocity diffusion caused by PIC and noise caused by FLIP. A potential constraint
to achieve these goals is to minimize the difference between new velocity V (k+1) and
a smoothed previous velocity V sm . The justification is that minimizing a velocity
difference reduces velocity diffusion while differencing with a smoothed velocity may
reduce noise. The inverse problem becomes:

V (k+1) = argmin kV − V sm k2

such that:

S+ V = v (k+)

(2.19)

V

which for NGP shape functions has the exact solution:

V (k+1) = Sv (k+) + (I − SS+ )V sm

(2.20)

An efficient (and effective) method to derive a smoothed velocity is to extrapolate
initial grid velocity back to the particles or V sm = Sv (k) = SS+ V (k) . Using this
smoothing, the update in Eq. (2.20) becomes:

V (k+1) = Sv (k) + (I − SS+ )SS+ V (k)

(2.21)
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This update leads to a new effective acceleration for particle updates:

A(k) = Sa(k) −

(I − SS+ )2 V (k)
∆t

XPIC(2)

(2.22)

The only difference between XPIC(2) and PIC is that the (I − SS+ ) term is now
squared (hence the “2” in XPIC(2)). We are led to propose a generalized XPIC(m)
method with an effective acceleration of:

A(k) = Sa(k) −

(I − SS+ )m V (k)
∆t

XPIC(m)

(2.23)

Comparing to Eq. (2.20), XPIC(m) corresponds to using the smoothed velocity:


V sm = (I − (I − SS+ )m−1 V (k)

(2.24)

The physical significance of this result is addressed below.
The above NGP derivations for FLIP, PIC, and XPIC(m) are exact inverse problem solutions (for special case of all particles having the same mass). When NGP
solutions are replaced by MPM shape functions (or for particles with different masses),
the updates are no longer exact solutions to the inverse problems, but can be interpreted as approximate solutions under the specified constraints. Insights from those
constraints reveal that PIC filters out too much velocity to meet its constraint to minimize velocity vector magnitude while FLIP eliminates that filtering, but may retain
too much noise. Our new XPIC(m) method introduces minimization to a constraint
based on difference with a smoothed velocity that may both minimize dissipation and
reduce noise.
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2.2.4 XPIC(m) Properties
To quantify XPIC(m) performance, we considered its spatial filtering properties. Updated particles velocities can be written as filtered particle velocities from the previous
step plus extrapolated grid acceleration:

V (k+1) = PV (k) + Sa(k) ∆t

(2.25)

where P is a projection matrix that defines the particle velocity filtering. The projection P is determined by the update method:

P=

I

P=

SS+

P = I − (I − SS+ )m

FLIP

(2.26)

PIC (= XPIC(1))

(2.27)

XPIC(m)

(2.28)

It is evident that PIC and XPIC(m) updates filter velocities while FLIP does no
filtering. As done in Refs. [7, 8, 11], consider a simple 1D example with evenly spaced
particles of equal mass, and classic MPM linear shape functions. For N particles, the
velocity can be represented in spatial frequency space by:

V (x) = v0 +

N
−1
X

vk e−2πikx/xmax

(2.29)

k=1

When PIC or XPIC(m) are used in MPM, the velocities are convolved in each step
with the above filtering matrix P. The filtered velocity becomes:

PV (x) = v0 +

N
−1
X
k=1

Pk vk e−2πikx/xmax

(2.30)
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Here, the Pk ∈ [0, 1] coefficients represent the damping coefficient at each spatial
frequency. Due to shape function properties, the constant velocities are undamped.
For evenly spaced particles of equal mass, and classic MPM linear shape functions,
the Fourier transform of the mapping to the grid is given as:

Pk = sinc2 (k)

(2.31)

where sinc(x) = sin(xπ)/(xπ). This transform also holds for mapping back to the
particles. Therefore the Fourier transform of the P matrix for PIC with linear shape
functions is given as:
Pk = sinc4 (k)

(2.32)

Following this logic, the Fourier transform for XPIC(m) filtering matrix P is given
as:
m
Pk = 1 − 1 − sinc4 (k)

(2.33)

The frequency responses for FLIP, PIC, and XPIC(m) are plotted in Fig. 2.1.
Because FLIP does no filtering, its response is a horizontal line for all frequencies.
Given the discretization of the filtering, both PIC and XPIC(m) completely remove
all null space components, which is plotted as frequency response dropping to zero
for wave number greater than 0.5 (i.e, wavelength equal to two grid cell size), which
corresponds to the Nyquist sampling frequency on the grid. The response for PIC and
XPIC(m) differ for wave number less than 0.5. For PIC, all the frequencies, except the
constant velocity, are damped. This frequency response explains the large diffusion
caused by PIC. In contrast, the XPIC(m) frequency response has a larger region with
little or no damping. Even XPIC(2), for example, has very little attenuation for any
frequencies with a wave number less than 0.1 (i.e, wavelength greater then 10 grid
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Figure 2.1: Frequency Response of FLIP, PIC (or XPIC(1)) and several orders of
XPIC(m) in one dimension with evenly spaced particles of equal mass, and the classic
MPM shape functions. The shaded area is the null space that is removed by PIC and
XPIC(m),
cells). As m grows, the frequency response for XPIC(m) converges to a brick-wall
filter at the null space of S+ .
If m → ∞ (and all particles have the same mass), XPIC(m) converges to exact
orthogonal null space removal, regardless of shape function type, problem dimension,
or spatial distribution of the particles. In other words, Theorem 3 in the Appendix
shows that:
lim (I − SS+ )m = Ω

m→∞

(2.34)

where Ω is an orthogonal projection onto the null space of S+ . The null space N (S+ )
of matrix S+ is the linear subspace of all vectors that S+ maps to zero:

S+ z = 0

∀z ∈ N (S+ ).

(2.35)

Conceptually, N (S+ ) represents all velocity modes on the particles that are not
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mapped to the grid. Substituting into Eq. (2.28), as m → ∞, the XPIC(m) filtering
matrix becomes
P=I−Ω

(2.36)

which is an orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal complement of the null space of
S+ . Any velocity modes (and only those modes) invisible to the grid are removed by
this filtering. Consequently the grid space G and the particle space P are on the same
page, working with the same information after the least possible amount of damping.
The physical significance of Eq. (2.24) now is that XPIC(m) minimizes difference
between updated velocity and previous velocity with null space modes removed.
For finite m in calculations, XPIC(m) for increasing m represents successive approximations to orthogonal null space removal. To test the convergence, we built a
simple 1D example with 50 particles. For this simple example, we could calculate the
exact null space projection, Ω, and compare it to the approximate XPIC(m) version,
(I − SS+ )m . The relative error plotted in Fig. 2.2 shows geometric convergence to the
null space projection (i.e., log(||Ω − (I − SS+ )m ||F ) converges linearly in m).
Convergence to Ω is significant because previously an orthogonal null space removal would require a matrix decomposition in each time step, which has computational cost of O(N 3 ) [9, 25]. Due to sparsity of S, the XPIC(m) method scales
linearly in the number of particles (see section 2.2.5). If some particles have different
mass, Eq. (2.34) is no longer exact, but instead converges to an oblique projection
onto the null space of S+ . Our numerical experiments, however, suggest nearly identical effects. Furthermore, a common approach to MPM when modeling particles of
different materials having different densities (and hence different masses) is to use
multiple velocity fields — one velocity field for each material type [2]. In this socalled multimaterial mode MPM, each velocity field updates separately and normally
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Figure 2.2: Convergence of (I − SS+ )m to Ω for 1D example with 50 particles. The
relative error is the equation shown on the plot,
uses constant-mass particles. The XPIC(m) method should therefore approach the
appropriate null space removal. The velocity fields interact by contact [2] or interface
laws [13] that act as boundary conditions to those fields.

2.2.5 Implementation Details
The details for efficiently (as possible) implementing XPIC(m) are given here. The
particle acceleration for XPIC(m), now with addition of optional grid velocity (αg )
and particle velocity (αp ) damping coefficients (which may depend on time if needed),
is:

A(k) ∆t = Sa∆t − (I − SS+ )m V (k) − αg ∆tSv (k) − αp ∆tV (k)
= Sa∆t − (αp ∆t + 1) V (k) − (αg ∆t − m) Sv (k) − mSv ∗

(2.37)
(2.38)
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where
m  
m
X
1 X m
v =
(−1)r (S+ S)r−1 v (k) =
(−1)r v ∗r
m r=2 r
r=2
∗

(2.39)

The new v ∗ term, which is unique to XPIC(m) with m > 1, can be evaluated by
iteration:

v ∗r

 
 
1 m +
m−r+1 + ∗
1 m
+
r−1 (k)
(S S) v =
S S(S+ S)r−2 v (k) =
S Sv r−1 (2.40)
=
m r
m r
r

starting with v ∗1 = v (k) .
In typical MPM codes, the particle update is done after v (k+) has replaced v (k) .
Using only updated grid velocities, the recursion relation starts with v ∗1 = v (k+) −a∆t
and the acceleration becomes

A(k) =


1 + αg(tot) ∆t Sa − αp(tot) V (k) − αg(tot) Sv (k+) − αP IC Sv ∗

αg(tot) = αg (t) −

mfP IC
,
∆t

αp(tot) = αp (t) +

fP IC
,
∆t

and αP IC =

(2.41)
mfP IC
(2.42)
∆t

We added fP IC to allow this generalized update to include a linear combination of
FLIP with XPIC(m) (in case useful). When fP IC = 0, the acceleration is for FLIP
(and independent of m); when fP IC = 1, it is for XPIC(m); and for any other value
between 0 and 1, it is a linear combination of FLIP and XPIC(m) with a fraction
fP IC of XPIC(m). Explicit particle updates for position and velocity are:
V (k+1) = V (k) + (Sa − aex ) ∆t
X (k+1) = X (k) + Sv (k+) ∆t − (Sa + aex )

(2.43)
2

(∆t)
2

(2.44)

where aex is an excess acceleration that describes a “damping” term that includes
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grid damping, particle damping, and XPIC(m) update methods:


aex = αg(tot) S v (k+) − a∆t + αp(tot) V (k) + αP IC Sv ∗

(2.45)

Note again, that while many MPM codes stop the position update with the first
term involving updated grid velocities, the implementation of XPIC(m) requires the
apparent second order term because part of that term evaluates to first order (due to
terms involving 1/∆t in damping terms).
For m = 1, v ∗ = 0 and these updates reduce to previous linear combination of
FLIP and PIC [17], which should be analogous to all existing MPM codes (depending
on damping features and whether they correctly support PIC position updates). For
such codes, addition of an XPIC(m) option reduces to a new calculation of v ∗ just
before the particle update; pseudocode for that calculation is given in Table 2.1. The
increment in v + corresponds to the evaluation v ∗r is Eq. (2.40) on node i:
(v ∗r )i =

m − r + 1 X Mp Spi
m − r + 1 X X Mp Spi Spj ∗
∗
(Sv
)
=
(v r−1 )j (2.46)
r−1 p
(k)
(k)
r
r
mi
m
p
p
i
j

Due to sparsity of S, the number of nodes needed for the i and j loops will be small
and independent of the problem’s size. The calculation therefore scales linearly with
the XPIC(m) order times the number of particles (N ) (linearly with mN ) and is
easily parallelized.

2.3 Results and Discussion
This section presents examples that show improvements of XPIC(m) methods over
existing methods and demonstrate some XPIC(m) properties.
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Table 2.1: To calculate v ∗ allocate space for three velocities on each node (v ∗ , v − ,
and v + ) and use the algorithm presented in this table. For the inner i and j loops, ϑp
is the set of nodes {k : Spk 6= 0} or nodes for particle p with non-zero shape function
— this set will have a small number of members and its size will be independent of
problem size.
let v ∗ ← 0 and v − ← v (k+) − a(k) ∆t
for each r in 2 to m do
let v + ← 0
for each p in N do
for each i in ϑp do
for each j in ϑp do
Mp Spi Spj
(v − )j
let (v + )i ← (v + )i + m−r+1
(k)
r
mi

let v ∗ ← v ∗ + (−1)r v + and v − ← v +

2.3.1 Square velocity wave in an elastic bar
The first example is a velocity square wave propagating through an elastic bar in
plane stress. The material was isotropic, linear elastic with modulus E = 1 GPa,
ν = 0.33 and ρ = 1 g/cm3 . The bar was given symmetry boundary conditions
on both sides to avoid internal reflections. The background grid had 2 × 2 mm
cells, the time step was 8.2154 × 10−5 ms, and uGIMP shape functions were used
(note: uGIMP shape functions are GIMP shape functions where χp (x) is 1 in the
translated but undeformed particle domain and 0 elsewhere [3]). This simulation
(and all simulations in this paper), had four particle per cell. A 20 kHz square pulse
(0.5 ms duration) velocity condition was applied to one end of the bar (at x = 0):

Vx = 0.2 rect(20(t + 0.25))

(2.47)

for Vx in m/s and t in ms. The incident wave should propagate along the bar with
analytical solution:
Vx,t = 0.2 rect(20(t + 0.25) − 0.001x)

(2.48)
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MPM results for this problem and various velocity update methods are in Fig. 2.3.
The two plots show spatial snapshot for t = 0.12323 ms (A) and temporal response at
a fixed location (x = 40 mm) (B). The colored bars below the plots show axial stress
by FLIP and XPIC(2) corresponding to the spatial snapshot plot. The FLIP solution
has the expected oscillatory ringing for a finite discretization of a square wave. The
PIC solution shows massive diffusion of the pulse, demonstrating PIC is poor choice
for problems with high frequencies. The XPIC(2) solution has much less damping.
It is able to remove the high frequency components of the FLIP solutions while still
retaining a good reproduction of the expected square wave.
No method on a discretized grid can exactly represent a square wave pulse. For this
simple problem, increasing m in XPIC(m) dampens fewer high frequency components
and becomes similar to ringing by FLIP updates. The MPM results for XPIC(15), for
example, are shown in the spatial plot in Fig. 2.3A. Although the XPIC(15) results
are close to FLIP, they still remove some high frequency noise from the FLIP solution
around x = 20 mm. In other words, XPIC(m) converges to FLIP with noise removal
and not to FLIP. Differences between XPIC(15) and FLIP are small in the square
wave example, but larger difference are seen in subsequent examples.

2.3.2 Velocity waves in an elastic square
For a 2D wave propagation problem, we simulated side impact of a soft elastic square
under plane stress conditions. The square was 50 × 50 mm and modeled with a
hyperelastic neohookean material [18] with E = 5 MPa, ν = 0.33, and ρ = 1.5 g/cm3 .
The background grid had 1 × 1 mm cells, the time step was 0.01423 ms, and uGIMP
shape functions were used. The square initially moved horizontally through the grid
at V0 = 2.5 m/s until it hit a boundary condition point with zero velocity just before
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Figure 2.3: Simulation results for velocity square wave propagating through an elastic
bar. A. Spatial solution at t = (0.12323ms) for FLIP (black dash-dot line), PIC,
XPIC(2) and XPIC(15) (red solid line, mostly on top of FLIP results). B. Temporal
solution at (x = 40mm) for FLIP (black dash-dot line), PIC, and XPIC(2). Analytical
solution plotted in dashed gray line. The colored bars on the bottom plot axial stress
in the particles for FLIP and XPIC(2) updates at t = (0.12323ms).
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t = 0.5 ms

t = 2 ms

t = 10 ms

t = 22.5 ms

Figure 2.4: Snapshots of velocity magnitudes in an elastic square impacted at a point
on the right edge at 0.5 ms. The top row is for FLIP updates and the bottom row is
for XPIC(15) updates.
t = 0.5 ms, which initiated stress waves and caused the square to bounce back.
Snapshots of velocity fields within the square are given in Fig. 2.4 for MPM results
using FLIP or XPIC(15) updates. At early times, FLIP and XPIC(15) were similar,
but even by t = 2 ms, FLIP developed noise that is absent in XPIC(15) results. At
later times, the FLIP simulation devolved almost entirely into noise while XPIC(15)
is still representing some complex wave patterns. The tensile wave speed for this
material was 57.7 mm/s, which translates to 1.7 ms for wave to reflect back on fourth
within the square. Thus the snapshots at t = 10 and t = 22.5 ms correspond to
multiple stress wave reflections within the square.

2.3.3 Two Colliding Disks
To examine energy conservation, we considered a simulation where two circular disks
collide. The two, 25 mm radius disks were modeled with a hyperelastic neohookean
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material [18] with E = 1 MPa, ν = 0.33, and ρ = 1 g/cm3 . The background grid
had 2 × 2 mm cells, the time step was 0.026 ms, and uGIMP shape functions were
used. The disks were moving towards each other with initial speed of 0.316 m/s (or
1% of the material’s wave speed). Contact between the disks was resolved explicitly using multimaterial MPM methods based on both contact pressure and relative
displacement of the two disks [13].
For an elastic impact, total energy (kinetic energy plus strain energy) should be
conserved. MPM is close to conservation, but is not perfect. The total energy lost
in the simulations at t = 174 ms, which was after contact and bouncing apart, is
plotted in Fig. 2.5 for FLIP and XPIC(m) as a function of m. For FLIP, the total
energy measured on the particles (“FLIP on particles”) actually increased about
1.3%. This increase may be caused by velocity noise that particularly affects kinetic
energy calculations. The “FLIP on grid” line shows total energy loss where kinetic
energy is evaluated on the grid during each time step instead of from particle velocity.
Energy conservation by this calculation shows about 0.8% loss. For XPIC(m), the
PIC method (i.e., XPIC(1)) lost about 15% of the energy and provides an example of
the PIC method causing too much damping. As m increased, the energy conservation
improved significantly. Even XPIC(2) was much better the PIC and and lost only
1/3 the energy lost by PIC. After about XPIC(8), the total energy lost was less than
2.5%.
In summary, XPIC(m) filters velocities, which will cause some energy dissipation,
but it provides optimal filtering in that it removes mostly noise that can cause instability in FLIP simulations. When m is large enough, the total energy loss is small.
The snapshots on the right compare FLIP to XPIC(30). The FLIP method develops
noise that is mostly eliminated in the XPIC(30) simulation.
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Figure 2.5: Left: Total energy (kinetic energy plus strain energy) loss vs. XPIC(m)
order for colliding disks simulations. The energy loss for FLIP used kinetic energy
calculated either on the particles or on the grid. Right: Kinetic energy by colors in
the two disks by FLIP or XPIC(30) at t = 34.786 ms just after colliding and then
separating.

2.3.4 Performance considerations
A disadvantage of XPIC(m) is increased computational time with increasing m. Section 2.2.5 claims this cost scales linearly with m. To verify this scaling, the relative
computational cost for the previous colliding disks problem is plotted in Fig. 2.6 as a
function of m. The straight line fit shows that the additional cost of XPIC(m) — it
is linear in m.
A possible approach to minimizing computational cost, would be to only periodically run an XPIC(m) update. For example, imagine running a FLIP simulation, but
then every X time steps replace the FLIP update with an XPIC(25) update. The
hope is that XPIC(25) is doing an excellent job of removing noise in the null space
and perhaps the noise reduction can be done every X steps instead of every step. To
quantify the null space noise, we defined a relative null space noise level Rk as a ratio
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Figure 2.6: Computational time relative to FLIP as a function of order m in XPIC(m)
calculations for the colliding disks simulations. The FLIP time is the solid dot plotted
for m = 0.
of the quadratic mean of the noise removed in time step k to the initial velocity:
1
Rk = 100% ×
||V 0 ||
(k)

s
X h
N

  (k)
i
(k)
(k)
(k)
V F LIP − V XP IC(25) · V F LIP − V XP IC(25)
(2.49)

(k)

where V F LIP and V XP IC(25) are the velocities that would occur in time step k if
the previous update was done by FLIP or XPIC(25), respectively. This metric tracks
magnitude of the velocity components that could be removed by an XPIC(25) update
(a close approximation to null space components in that time step). This “noise”
metric can be calculated using:
(k)

(k)

V F LIP − V XP IC(25) = (I − SS+ )25 V (k−1) = V (k−1) − 25S(v (k−1) − v ∗ )

(2.50)

To test noise reduction, we repeated the side impact of an elastic square (see
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of noise, as measured by Rk , with time step for FLIP and
XPIC(25) as well as for FLIP with XPIC(25) applied every X = 5 steps, 25 steps, or
100 steps.
section 2.3.2) which accumulated significant noise with FLIP. Figure 2.7 plots evolution of Rk vs. time for a FLIP simulation and four XPIC(25) simulations where the
XPIC(25) noise reduction was applied every step (X = 1) or only every X = 5, 25,
and 100 steps. The FLIP simulation’s noise increased and eventually reached a high
plateau. XPIC(25) with X = 1, noise is removed every time step as remains low
(dashed line in Fig. 2.7). For XPIC(25) with X > 1, the simulations allowed some
noise, but provided considerable noise reduction compared to FLIP at significantly
lower computational cost compared to XPIC(25) with X = 1. The periodic drops in
noise occurred each time the XPIC(25) update was invoked. The choice of X likely
depends on the problem. Perhaps an adaptive method could start with an initial X
and then increase it or decrease it depending on evolution of Rk . This approach will
be the subject of future work.
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2.3.5 Future research
Reference [9] addresses numerical instabilities caused by the nontrivial null space of
S+ , by considering spatial gradients in MPM instead of particle updates done here.
To remove null space noise, they applied the PIC filtering matrix, P = SS+ , to the
gradients. This does help solve numerical instabilities, but at the cost of increased numerical diffusion and decreased accuracy. The XPIC(m) methodology presented here
could also be applied to spatial gradients, which could limit the numerical diffusion
that plagued Ref. [9]. We have not yet investigated this possibility.

2.4 Conclusions
We presented a new update method named XPIC(m) (for eXtended PIC) for explicit
MPM codes. The XPIC(m) method, which generalizes the PIC update, addresses
much of the numerical diffusion of PIC and removes numerical instabilities found in
FLIP. We showed that for large m, XPIC(m) converges to an orthogonal removal
of null space components. For lower values of m, XPIC(m) dampens some components not within the null space, but such behavior might provide a useful, and
adjustable, frequency-dependent damping scheme. Several examples were presented
demonstrating the improvement of XPIC(m) simulations compared to FLIP and PIC
simulations.
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Appendix
We derive some exact results for nearest-neighbor grid point (NGP) shape functions
applied to problems where all particles have the same mass.
Theorem 1. If S is the matrix of NGP shape functions and all the particles have the
same mass, then S is the Moore-Penrose inverse of S+ .
Proof. Consider S, it is a non-negative matrix created from nearest neighbor interpolations. By definition, each particle maps to only one grid point, so each row has
only one nonzero element and it is equal to one. Consequentially, the columns of S
are orthogonal and S can be into partitioned by its nonzero columns. Each column
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has the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse (denoted with †):
Si† = ||Si ||−2 SiT

(2.51)

Because all elements Si are either 1 or 0:
X
Si† = (
Si )−1 SiT

(2.52)

p

thus for constant mass particles
!−1
S† = DST = S+

where D = diag

X

Spi

(2.53)

p

By the properties of Moore-Penrose generalized inverses, (S+ )† = (DST )† = S.
Theorem 2. If A is a linear map such that A : Rn → Rm with m < n, then the
inverse problem:

x̃ = argmin kx − x0 k2

such that :

Ax = b

(2.54)

x

has the solution
x̃ = A† b + (I − A† A)x0

(2.55)

where A† is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A.
Proof. Introduce Lagrange multipliers:

L(x, λ) = (x − x0 )T (x − x0 ) + λT (Ax − b)

(2.56)
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Differentiating with respect to x and λ gives:

∇x L = 2(x − x0 ) + AT λ

and

∇λ L = Ax − b

(2.57)

Setting ∇x L = ∇λ L = 0 and solving for x gives:
x = AT (AAT )−1 b − AT (AAT )−1 Ax0 + x0

(2.58)

Because all elements of A are real, its Moore-Penrose inverse is A† = AT (AAT )−1 and
Eq. (2.58) simplifies to:
x = A† b + (I − A† A)x0

(2.59)

Theorem 3. If S+ represents the mapping matrix from the particles to grid and S
represents the mapping from grid to particles, and all particles have the same mass,
then
lim (I − SS+ )m = Ω

m→∞

(2.60)

where Ω is an orthogonal projection onto the null space of S+ .
Proof. The matrix (I − SS+ ) can be written as (I − SDST ). Decompose S using
weighted singular value decomposition: S = U ΣV T where U is an N × N orthogonal
matrix, Σ is an N × n matrix containing singular values of the matrix S on the
main diagonal, and V is an n × n matrix that is orthonormal over its constraint,
i.e. V T DV = I. Partition the decomposition by its non-zero singular values:


S = U1 U2




 
T
Σr 0 V1 

 
0 0
V2T

(2.61)
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where Σr is a diagonal matrix with dimension of the rank of S. Solve for Σ:

Σ

=








 

Σr 0

 = U1T U2T SD V1 V2 =⇒ U1T SDV1 U2T SDV2 = 0 0
0 0

=⇒

U2T SDV1 = 0 and U2T SDV2 = 0 =⇒ U2T SD = 0

=⇒

DST U2 = S+ U2 = 0

(2.62)

So the matrix U2 forms an orthonormal basis for the null space of S+ . Rewriting the
matrix of interest:
(I − SS+ )m = U1 (1 − Σ2r )m U1T + U2 U2T

(2.63)

The matrix SS+ is a doubly stochastic matrix, so all its eigenvalues are ∈ [0, 1], the
diagonal elements of Σr ∈ (0, 1], and it follows that:
lim (1 − Σ2r )m = 0

m→∞

(2.64)

Finally, lim (I − SS+ )m = U2 U2T , which is an orthogonal projection onto the null
m→∞
+

space of S .
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Chapter 3: Numerical Modeling of Nanoindentation with MPM.
A new numerical model for nanoindentation was developed using the Material Point
Method (MPM). MPM was chosen because it can handle the large deformation expected under the tip of the indenter and also because it can dynamically model
contact. Because of the importance of contact to nanoindentation simulations, the
MPM contact algorithm was improved for higher accuracy. Convergence of simulated
force displacement curves required small cells under the indenter. To reduce computation time, we introduced a simple, but effective non-regular grid, called a tartan grid
and describe its implementation. Axisymmetric and full 3D MPM simulations were
run to investigate the effects of hardening, strain-rate dependent yield properties,
and local structure near the indentation point. The axisymmetric and 3D simulations were similar. Tartan grids reduced axisymmetric simulation times by an order
of magnitude and were essential to even run 3D simulations. A series of simulated
force-displacement curves were analyzed as “virtual experiments” by standard OliverPharr methods to extract effective modulus and hardness of the indented material.
We found that standard analysis methods give results that are affected by hardening
parameters and strain-rate dependence of plasticity. Because these parameters are
not known for experiments on an unknown material, extracted properties will always
have limited accuracy. We describe an approach for extracting more properties and
more accurate properties by combining MPM simulations with inverse methods to fit
simulation results to experimental results for entire load-displacement curves.
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3.1 Introduction
Humans have been using indentation to test material properties since the first person
poked a stick into soft ground to see if it was firm enough to walk on. More modern techniques were refined in 1992 by Oliver and Pharr [36], when they presented
a method for analysis of microscale indentation, based on the maximum indentation
force, maximum indentation depth, and initial unloading stiffness, that allowed for
a consistent measurement of material properties. This method for analyzing nanoindentation is generally referred to in literature as the “Oliver-Pharr method.” Since
then, much work has been done in analyzing, numerically modeling, and developing
new experimental techniques. Much of the numerical modeling of nanoindentation
has been carried out with finite element analysis (FEA) [40, 41]. In this paper, we
develop a new simulations method for modeling nanoindetiation using the particlebased, Material Point Method (MPM).
MPM has been used previously for modeling nanoindentation [35] and for modeling coupled with Molecular Dynamics [23]. This paper describes new axisymmetric and 3D MPM simulations of nanoindentation that added several improvements
to increase accuracy and efficiency of the simulations. First, accurate modeling of
nanoindentation requires the contact between the indenter and the material be well
modeled. We describe an improvement to the standard MPM contact algorithms
[6, 27, 33] that more accurate detects contact based on displacements of the two
material surfaces. Second, converged nanoindentation results requires small cells under the indenter. We describe a mesh refinement scheme, called a “tartan” grid,
that allows for refined mesh under then indenter and large cells elsewhere, but maintains the orthogonal nature of standard MPM grids. The retained orthogonal nature
greatly simplifies implementation of tartan grids. Use of tartan grids significantly
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reduced computational time for axisymmetric simulations and made converged, 3D
simulations feasible. Lastly, all MPM simulations used dynamic code with explicit
time-stepping. Several techniques were used to suppress dynamic effects and noise.
The new simulation methods led to output of force-displacement curves that
faithfully represented quasi-static nanoindentation experiments. Each curve could
be viewed as a “virtual experiment” on a material with precisely known modulus and
plasticity properties. We subjected a series of such “virtual experiments” to standard
analysis methods developed by Oliver and Pharr [36, 37]. The results show that such
methods are reasonable, but have limited accuracy for extraction of effective modulus
or hardness. The problem is that the extraction results depend on plasticity properties. Thus, when experiments are done on any unknown material, compromises
have to be introduced into analysis methods. A potential method to avoid such compromises and to measure both more material properties and more accurate material
properties is to couple MPM simulations with inverse methods. By fitting entire
force-displacement curves from experiments to simulated force-displacement curves,
it may be possible to extract both modulus and plasticity properties.

3.2 Nanoindentation Simulations Methods
All simulations in this paper used the material point method (MPM) [2, 45]. MPM
is a numerical method for solving continuum mechanics problems and can handle
complex geometries, large deformations, history-dependent materials, multiple interfacing materials, and extreme loading conditions. It is a hybrid Eulerian/Lagrangian
method that avoids some of the disadvantages of each while retaining their advantages [50]. The continuum is discretized into a set of Lagrangian material points or
particles that store their complete deformation history. The material points inter-
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act with each other by interpolating information to a fixed background grid where
the equations of motions are solved. The use of particles allows for MPM to easily handle complex geometries by avoiding the need for difficult meshing algorithms.
This feature has been demonstrated when modeling the cellular structure of wood
[29, 30, 38], complex biological structures [13, 15], and polymer foams [11]. Other
applications of MPM include modeling of complex materials [5, 44], extreme loading
conditions [24, 49], fracture [4, 28], cutting [1, 31], and fluid-structure interactions
[17]. MPM is recommended for nanoindentation simulations because of its ability to
handle the large deformations [45] expected under the tip of the indenter and because
of its ability to dynamically model contact [6, 27, 33]. These contact methods were
refined further in this work. All simulations used the MPM code OSParticulas (which
is development version of the public domain NairnMPM code [32]).

3.2.1 Geometry
The geometry for 2D, axisymmetric simulations [34] of nanoindentation is shown in
Fig. 3.1A. The indenter in axisymmetric simulations has a conical tip, which differs
from most experiments that use a pyramidal Berkovich indenter. The use of conical
indenters in axisymmetric simulations allowed much faster simulations and thereby
testing of more simulation variables. Much nanoindentation analysis in the literature
similarly relies on axisymmetry for tractability [10, 37]. To maximize similarity between conical indenter and a Berkovich pyramid, the angle of the cone was chosen
such that the projected contact area as a function of indentation depth is the same
for both shapes. For a Berkovich indenter with a tip angle of 65.3◦ , the equivalent
cone has a tip half-angle of θ = 70.3◦ [36, 37].
The axisymmetric block used for indentation was a rectangular block with sym-
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Figure 3.1: Axisymmetric MPM simulation of nanoidentation with colors showing
radial displacement. A. The full simulation block. B. Zoomed on region under the
indenter.
metry conditions along the r = 0 plane, zero velocity grid boundary conditions on
the bottom, and free surfaces on the top and right edges. The indenter was modeled
with material points that were initially sheared to accurately represent the cone angle
and the indenter surface. The goal of most simulations was to simulate nanoindentation on a large bulk object. To achieve this goal, the size of the block was varied
until it no longer influenced the simulations. The effect of the block size is plotted
in the Appendix. For a nanoindentation depth of 1.5 µm, which was chosen to reach
indentation force of 5 mN for simulated materials, the block radius and depth had to
be 0.05 mm (or 50 µm) or larger. Figure 3.1 shows radial displacements during an
axisymmetric simulation.
Although most simulations were axisymmetric, we also ran a few 3D simulations
with a Berkovich indenter to verify similarity to axisymmetric simulations. The 3D
simulations used a block of material ±0.05 mm in transverse directions and a depth
of 0.05 mm. The simulations modeling half the block by cutting at its mid-plane
and applying symmetry boundary conditions. The top and side surfaces were stress
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Figure 3.2: A. Zoomed in region of a full 3D MPM simulation of nanoindentation under a Berkovich indenter with colors showing absolute value of transverse displacement
at mid-plane of the indenter. B. Indentation mark left by a Berkovich indentation
after the MPM simulation.
free; the bottom surface had zero velocity boundary conditions. Figure 3.2A shows
absolute value of transverse displacements during a 3D simulations (absolute value
was plotted for better comparison to axisymmetric results). Figure 3.2B shows image
of a surface indent remaining after unloading the indenter.

3.2.2 Material Modeling
The indenter was modeled as a rigid material. All indenter particles were pushed into
the material at a prescribed velocity. After reaching a desired maximum indentation
force, the indenter particles reversed direction and returned to their initial positions
at a prescribed reversing velocity. For simulations with strain-rate dependent yield
properties, the indenter force was held constant for selected periods of time before
reversing the particles. The rigid particle interacted with the bulk material by contact
mechanics.
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The bulk material being indented was modeled as a neohookean, hyperelasticplastic material using J2 plasticity with nonlinear and rate-dependent hardening laws.
In the elastic region, this material uses the Mooney-Rivlin [7] strain energy function
with G1 = G and G2 = 0 or:
G
W (F, J) =
2






Tr(FFT )
K 1 2
(J − 1) − ln J
−3 +
J 2/3
2 2

(3.1)

where F is the deformation gradient, J = det(F) is the relative volume change, G =
E/(2(1 + ν)) is shear modulus, K = E/(3(1 − 2ν)) is the bulk modulus, E is tensile
modulus, and ν is Poisson’s ratio. The Cauchy stress for this material is:
K
σ=
2



1
G
J−
I + 5/3 dev(FFT )
J
J

(3.2)

The non-linear hardening law used in all simulations was

σy = (σy0 + khard ||εp ||nhard ) 1 + C ln

||ε˙p ||
ε˙0

!!
(3.3)

p

where σy0 is initial yield stress, khard and nhard are hardening parameters, εp is plastic
strain, and C and ε˙0p describe strain rate dependence of the yield stress. When C = 0,
this law is rate-independent with power-law hardening. Nanoindentation experiments
commonly hold at a constant maximum load before unloading. If modeled with a rate
independent material, this hold period would not be evident in the load-displacement
curves. Experiments show, however, that displacement of the indenter increases while
the load is held constant [9, 18, 48], resulting in a flat spot on top of the loaddisplacement curves. While this flat spot or “creep” could be thermal drift, most of it
is material dependent and can be described by a logarithmic model [9]. When C 6= 0,
the logarithmic term in Eq. (3.3) allowed us to investigate strain rate effects. This
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term came from the Johnson-Cook [19] hardening law (the temperature-dependent
term in Johnson-Cook law [19] was omitted because all simulations were isothermal).
Contact between the rigid indenter and the plastic material was modeled using the
contact methods described in Ref. [27]. Because contact is crucial to nanoindentation
simulations, the contact methods used here including a new option to improve detection of contact. Contact in MPM is modeled by extrapolating plastic material a and
rigid material b to separate velocity fields on the grid [6, 27]. Any node that “sees”
both materials modeled contact mechanics in these simulations by the following three
steps:
1. Find Contact Normal : The first step is to find a normal vector from material a to
b using


 −g
i,b
n̂i ||n̂i || =
 Ω g


i,a i,a

for ||g i,b || ≥

||g i,a ||
100

(3.4)

− ΩI,b g i,b otherwise

where Ωi,j is “domain” of material j and g i,j is “domain” gradient of material j both
extrapolated to node i on the grid [27]. For 3D simulations, the “domain” is the
particle volume, but for axisymmetric simulations, the “domain” is the area of the
material point in the r-z plane and not its volume [27]. The first option is using the
rigid material volume gradient (RMVG) option in Ref. [27]. The second option switches
to the average volume gradient (AVG) option in Ref. [27] for nodes in which the domain
gradient of the rigid material is very small [21]. Axisymmetric simulations also made
use of symmetry to set normal vector for nodes along the r = 0 symmetry plane to
be n̂i = (0, 1).
2. Detect Contact: The second step is to determine if the two materials are in
contact. A necessary condition is that the materials are approaching each other or
that (v i,b − v i,a ) · n̂i < 0, but this condition is not sufficient. Contact detection is
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improved by also requiring that edges of material domains are in contact or that
di,b − di,a ≤ 0 where di,j is the distance along the normal vector from the edge of
material j to node i [27]. The calculation of di,j is done by extrapolating material
point positions to the grid, but such a calculation needs to be corrected to find a
valid di,j . Imagine a 1D grid with material a approaching node i from the left and
material b approaching from the right (see inserts in Fig. 3.3). For material j, we can
find an “apparent” distance from extrapolated particle position (xi,j [27]) to node i
(ext)

(at xi ) using di,j

= (xi,j − xi ) · n̂i where n̂i in this 1D example points to the right.

This distance will not equal the desired edge distance di,j . For example, using any
(ext)

MPM shape functions, di,a

will always be negative as the edge of material a moves

from node i − 1 to node i + 1, but actual di,a will vary from −∆x to +∆x (where
∆x is the grid spacing) over this range. The imposition of contact detection requires
(ext)

definition of a function di,j (di,j ) to calculate actual edge distance from extrapolated
“apparent” distance.
Reference [27] proposed a simple constant correction such that di,b − di,a ≈ (xi,b −
xi,b ) · n̂i − 0.8∆x. This approach, which works well, is equivalent to assuming the
distance mapping functions are:


 d(ext) + 0.4∆x left or j = a
i,a
(ext)
di,j (di,j ) =

 d(ext)
− 0.4∆x right or j = b
i,b

(3.5)

To improve the material separation calculation, we replaced the constant correction
with new mapping functions given by:

 (ext) 0.58


−di,a


 1 − 2 1.25∆x

(ext)
left or j = a
di,j (di,j )
=
 (ext) 0.58

∆x

di,b


right or j = b
 −1 + 2 1.25∆x

(3.6)
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Figure 3.3: Calculation of di,j as a function of di,j for “left” and “right” materials
approaching node i. The dotted curves show explicit calculations using either CPDI
or uGIMP shape functions. The solid lines show the linear functions (Eq. (3.5)) and
the power-law functions (Eq. (3.6)) to approximate the shape function calculations.
The inserts show blocks of square material points approaching node i from the left
or the right; di,j is distance from edges of these blocks to node i.
(ext)

These functions were determined by explicit calculations of di,j

as a function of di,j

for either convected particle domain integration shape functions (CPDI introduced in
[43]) or undeformed generalized interpolation material point shape functions (uGIMP,
introduced in [3]), inverting the results, and fitting to a power law. These two mapping
functions are plotted in Fig. 3.3 and compared to shape function calculations. The
linear approximation shows that ±0.4∆x is best constant offset line fit to shape
function calculations. But it is easy to implement non-linear corrections instead. For
nanoindention simulations that depend heavily on contact mechanics, we used the
more accurate power law functions to calculate material separation. Note that the
above mapping functions assume two particles per cell in each direction (as always
used here). For those running different simulations, the functions change if particles
per cell change. For example, when using one particle per cell, the ±0.4∆x terms
change to ±0.535∆x and a new power-law fit is needed.
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3. Add Contact Forces: For any multimaterial node detected to be in contact, the
last step in rigid material contact is to apply contact force to material a by changing
its extrapolated momentum. For contact with rigid materials, this task first finds
momentum change required for material a to “stick” to the rigid material as ∆pi,a =
mi,a (v i,b −v i,a ) where mi,a is extrapolated mass of material a. This momentum change
implies normal and tangential contact forces to “stick” to the rigid material of

fn =

(∆pi,a · n̂i )
n̂i
∆t

and

ft =

(∆pi,a · t̂i )
t̂i
∆t

(3.7)

where ∆t is time step and t̂i is unit vector in the tangential direction of motion.
These simulations used contact with Coulomb friction. For this contact law, the final
momentum change applied to material a is:

∆p0i,a



 ∆p
if ft < −µfn (stick)
i,a
=

 (∆pi,a · n̂i )(n̂i − µtˆi ) if ft > −µfn (slip)

(3.8)

where µ is the coefficient of friction [6, 27]. The final change in momentum implies a
contact force on node i of f i,c = ∆p0i,a /∆t. We summed all nodal contact forces to
track the force of the indenter on the plastic material.
All simulations used explicit MPM methods, which means the time step must
follow ∆t < ∆x/w where w is wave speed of the material. For modeling to be possible in a reasonable time frame, we used loading rates much higher than in typical
experiments and relied on two techniques to mitigate or eliminate dynamic effects.
First, the prescribed indenter velocity was chosen such that indenter displacement as
a function of time was sigmoidal in both the loading and unloading phases. The displacement function used is graphed in Fig. 3.4A. This approach helped reduce stress
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Figure 3.4: A. Prescribed indenter displacement as a function of time. B. Typical
simulated indenter force as a function of displacement for both loading and unloading.
waves induced by impulses associated with constant-velocity loading and its abrupt
shift to constant-velocity unloading. Second, we used a new MPM velocity update
scheme called XPIC(2) [16]. This update scheme suppresses noise and high frequency
velocity waves not appropriate in quasi-static simulations without causing over damping of the response. Figure 3.4B gives a typical simulated force-displacement curve by
cross-plotting load and displacement output from Fig. 3.4A. The loading speed varied
from 0 to 1.3 m/sec, which for the simulated materials was less than 0.1% of its wave
speed. Loading faster introduced dynamic effects while loading slower gave identical
results. We thus used the maximum possible speed such that use of sigmoidal loading and XPIC(2) updates were sufficient to provide results equivalent to quasi-static
loading. All force-displacement curves were free of both noise and dynamic effects.

3.2.3 MPM Grid
Simulation output provides virtual nano-indentation experiment for indenter force as
a function of displacement. The force was found by summing nodal contact forces in
the contact calculations. The displacement was found from position of the rigid particles in the indenter. We varied cell sizes and compared simulated force-displacement
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curves to determine necessary spatial resolution for convergence. We found, not surprisingly, that necessary grid cell size scales with the depth of indentations, i.e.,
deeper indentation can use lower resolution. For the range of depths studied, we
found that cell size of 100 nm, which corresponds to particle size of 50 nm when using
two particles per cell in each dimension, gave converged results.
Most MPM modeling uses a regular grid of equally-sized cells. Regular grids are
used because of simplicity afforded to some calculations. Also many MPM simulations
model large deformations with lots of movement through the mesh [26, 31, 44, 49]; i.e.
simulations that would have little benefit from local mesh refinement. The literature
on mesh refinement in MPM is sparse. A few examples can be found in Refs. [17, 22,
25]. The specific nano-indentation problem modeled here is an excellent candidate for
mesh refinement. We know that throughout the simulation, we need a refined mesh
only under the indenter tip. All regions remote from the indenter can be modeled
with sufficient accuracy by using larger grid cells and material points.
For nano-indentation simulations, we used a grid scheme termed a “tartan” grid
as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. In a tartan grid, one or more regions of interest are modeled with a high-resolution, regular grid with equally-sized elements. For the nanoindentation problem, the one region of interest under the indenter was modeled with
100 nm cells determined above as needed for convergence. Outside regions of interest,
the grid cell sizes were allowed to increase, thus forming a tartan-like pattern.
A tartan grid maintains orthogonal grid lines, which greatly simplifies its implementation compared to arbitrary background grid cell sizes. The changes needed
for a tartan grid depend on the MPM shape functions being used and are easily
implemented for CPDI shape functions [43]. In brief, CPDI shape functions for both
Cartesian grids [43] and axisymmetric grids [34] depend only on current size of the
particle and element shape functions evaluated at the corners of current particle do-
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Figure 3.5: Tartan grid scheme for the axisymmetric simulations
main. Thus any current CPDI code automatically supports a tartan grid provided the
shape function calculations recognize variable particle sizes and variable element sizes
when finding the shape functions at the corners. Classic MPM shape functions [46]
similarly support tartan grids with little modification, but such shape functions are
never recommended for accurate simulations. The changes required for uGIMP shape
functions are more substantial. Implementation of uGIMP shape functions is typically
done by analytical solution to the GIMP integral as function of particle position in a
cell and that integral may involve integration over neighboring cells [3]. For a regular grid, the analytical functions are the same for all particles. Implementation of
a tartan grid would not be difficult, but would require re-evaluation of all integrals
allowing for variable size particles and variations in sizes of cells surrounding each
node.
All simulations here used tartan grid and CPDI shape functions. The grid spacing
outside the region of interest was increased with a linear ratio: ∆xt = nR∆x, where
n is the number of cells away from the region of interest, R = 2 is the size ratio,
and ∆x = 100 nm is the size of cells in the region of interest (see Fig. 3.5). The
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effect of the resolution is plotted in the Appendix. For 2D, axisymmetric simulations,
we verified that tartan grid results gave virtually identical results as a regular grid
with equal-sized cells. By using a tartan grid, however, we could reduce the number
of particles by an order of magnitude, which also reduced simulation time by an
order of magnitude. The full 3D simulations would not have been possible within an
acceptable time frame without use of a tartan grid.
Besides shape function calculations, the use of a tartan grid also requires modification of any contact calculations that depend on grid size [33]. For example the
calculation of material separation described above depends on cell length or ∆x. For
regular grid with square (2D) or cubic (3D) cells, grid dimensions are the same in
all directions and ∆x is the appropriate factor. For a regular grid with equally-sized
rectangular (2D) or or rectangular cuboid (3D) cells, ∆x needs to change to h⊥ which
an effective cell-size normal to the contacting plane [27]. For a tartan grid, ∆x (and
some other contact calculations), must be changed further to account for sizes of all
cells surrounding node i. For these nano-indentation simulations, all contacting nodes
are located in the region of interest and that region is a regular mesh with equallysized elements. The contact calculation methods explained above for a regular mesh
could therefore be used without modification. The changes for general contact in a
tartan grid will be in a future publication.

3.3 Results and Discussion
Nanoindentation simulations described above predict the force-displacement curve
for nanoindentation experiments on any material with known constitutive law in
any specimen with known geometry (Fig. 3.4 for example). One application of such
simulations would be to vary material properties until simulations and experiments
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agree. In other words, use inverse methods to determine material properties. In
principle, any material property that affects the force-displacement curve could be
determined. Although this use of simulations has potential future uses (especially for
nanoindentation on materials with complex morphology such as wood cells walls [18]),
another application of simulations is to validate conventional methods for interpreting
nanoindentation experiments. In brief, these simulations can be treated as accurate
and noise-free virtual experiments on a material with precisely known properties and
on various geometries of the indented object. In this section, we subject such virtual
experiments to various analysis methods to see if those methods correctly extract the
input material properties.

3.3.1 Analysis of Load-Displacement Curves
Oliver and Pharr [36, 37] proposes the most common method used to interpret nanoindentation experiments. Their method assumes nanoindentation of an isotropic material in an infinite half space. We can apply their methods to results from simulations
on an isotropic bulk with length and width large enough to represent an infinite half
space. In the Oliver and Pharr [36, 37] method, the unloading portion of the curve
is modeled with a power law:

P (h) = α(h − hf )m

(3.9)

where P is the contact force, h is the indenter depth, hf is the final depth (i.e., the
depth at which the load returns to zero), and α and m are fitting parameters. The
measured modulus of the material is deduced from the initial slope of the unloading
curve at h = hmax (denoted as S = dP (hmax )/dh = αm(hmax − hf )m−1 ) and the
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maximum projected area of contact, Ac , between the indenter and the material using:
√
E
1 π S
√
=
1 − ν2
β 2
Ac

(3.10)

where β is a fudge factor to account for all physical processes that might affect S
(e.g., indenter shape or properties of the indented material) [37]. The β factor was
chosen in early work to be unity, but now recognized as larger. Oliver and Pharr [37]
recommend β = 1.05 as good choice for range or materials. The material’s hardness
can also be determined from the maximum force:

H=

Pmax
Ac

(3.11)

Calculation of either E or H relies on measurement of Ac . For the axisymmetric
cone used here, a geometric calculation of projected contact area gives:

Ac (h) = πh2 tan2 (70.3◦ )

(3.12)

(note cone angle 70.3◦ was choose to give identical A(h) function as Berkovich indenter
with angle 65.3◦ ). Unfortunately, one cannot use hmax in this equation because the
measured displacement combines both penetration into the material and deflection of
the surface away from the indenter [37]. The standard analysis method accounts for
“sink-in” displacement by correcting hmax to give an actual contact depth, hc , using:

hc = hmax − 

Pmax
(m − )hmax + hf
=
S
m

(3.13)

and then finding contract area from Ac (hc ) [37]. The parameter  depends on material
properties and geometry of the indented material. Calculations for an isotropic, elastic
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material in an infinite half space show that  depends on m from the unloading curve
and varies from 0.74 to 0.79 for typical values. For simplicity, it was suggested that
 = 0.75 provides a good overall value, although a function to find  from m from
isotropic, elastic, infinite, half space is an available option [37].
Our baseline simulation used E = 2.0 GPa, ν = 0.3, ρ = 1.2 g/cm3 , σy0 = 30 MPa,
khard = 100 MPa, nhard = 0.5, and C = 0. We first interpreted the virtual forcedisplacement curves using the Oliver and Pharr simplification that β = 1.05, but
different options for finding . References [36] and [20] suggest that power-law fits to
only the top 33% (or even top 10%) of unloading curves are sufficient for determining
unloading parameters. To test this suggestion, the power law in Eq. (3.9) was fit
to various fractions of the unloading curves using R [42]. Initial parameters were
obtained by fitting a linear model to the log-transformed data. These parameter
estimates were then refined to fit the curves by nonlinear least squares using R’s
built-in function optim(). All power law fits to our low-noise simulated, curves were
essentially perfect with R2 values always greater than 0.99999. Nevertheless, due to
nature of power laws, the fitting parameters depended on fraction fit — m varied
from 1.05 to 1.32; α varied from 33.5 × 103 to 1460 × 103 N/mm ; hf varied from 1.08
to 1.16 µm.
Figure 3.6 plots effective modulus (Eef f = E/(1 − ν 2 )) extracted from simulated
curves by three different methods for finding . First, notice that results vary widely
when fraction fit is less than 60%. Because this region is fitting to a vary narrow
range in h, the power law results are not reliable. The curves for 60% are more
reliable. The solid curve (square symbols) assume  = 0.75. The extracted modulus
for 60% or more fit is about 5% too high and the error increased slightly as more of
the unloading curve was fit. The dashed line (diamond symbols) found  from relation
in [37]. For the range of m seen in this data, the calculated  ranged from 0.77 to
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Figure 3.6: Oliver and Pharr modulus
0.86, but increasing  caused larger errors compared to actual modulus.
Rather then find  from a relation that was derived for an elastic material [37],
the last method was to “measure” Ac from simulation output. All particles under the
indenter were in compression in the depth direction. The edge of the contact region
could be determined by finding the first surface particle in tension. The position
of this particle defines the radius of the projected contact area which is equal to
hc tan θ. From this simulated hc and fits to unloading curves, the simulation results
corresponded to  ranging from 0.711 to 0.736 or always lower than 0.75. Using these
numerically determined ’s, the extracted modulus is slightly closer to the correct
result. The results of this exercise suggest modulus calculation should analyze at least
60% of the unloading curve and  should not be found from relation for an elastic
material; for unknown material a value of  = 0.75 is reasonable. An observation that
fitting less than 60% of the unloading curve has an extremely high R2 value is not
sufficient to claim the fitting parameters are reliable.
Even when  is numerically determined from known material properties (i.e., using
simulation results), the extracted modulus is still 5% or more higher than actual
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modulus of the material. This discrepancy can be interpreted as use of an incorrect
value for the β fudge factor. In other words, by changing β, the extracted Eef f can
be made to exactly match the input value. Using the recommended  = 0.75, the
results when using 60% or more of the unloading curve give exact results if β is varied
from 1.111 to 1.118. This higher β is consistent with prior calculations. Larsson et
al. [20] conducted Finite Element experiments for linear elastic materials, and found
β dependent on ν with β = 1.14 at ν = 0.3. Oliver and Pharr [37] mentioned that
β is higher for materials with strain hardening. References [18] and [47] also claimed
β should be higher and closer to 1.09. Our simulations, which are consistent with
these previous findings, show the β depends on both elastic and hardening properties
of the material. When doing nanoindentation on an unknown material, the correct
value of β will not be known. Choice of values between 1.05 and 1.14 will therefore
have uncertainties in the range of ±5%.

3.3.2 Hardening parameters
This section explores the effect of changing material properties on the modulus and
hardness extracted using Oliver and Pharr methods [37]. The base line properties
were the same as used in the previous section. These simulations varied yield stress,
σy0 , hardening modulus, khard , and hardening exponent, nhard , about the base line
values. Four sets were run: vary only khard , vary only nhard , vary khard and nhard
together, and vary only σy0 . For each set, the variable parameter was scaled by
factors 0.25, 0.5, 1.5, 3, and 5 relative to baseline value while all other parameters
were held at their baseline value. Based on results in previous section, the effective
moduli and hardness were extracted by analyzing 75% of the unloading curve and
using  = 0.75 and β = 1.115.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of scaling the hardening parameters on parameters extracted from
force-displacement curves. A. Calculated effective modulus. The horizontal dashed
line is the actual effective modulus. B. Calculated hardness.
The calculated effective moduli for these simulations relative to baseline values
and as function of scaling factor are shown in Fig. 3.7A. The yield stress had the
smallest effect. In contrast, the strain hardening parameters have a larger effect on
interpreted modulus. When khard and nhard were varied together, the results increased
almost as much as varying nhard alone suggesting that nhard is the dominate hardening
parameter affecting the analysis.
The errors in measured effective moduli varied from -2.9% to 8.6%. Because these
errors occurred by varying material properties other than modulus, one must conclude
that Oliver and Pharr methods [37] should never expect better than about ±10% accuracy for a material with unknown hardening properties. Improving accuracy of
nanoindentation experiments would require analysis methods that can account for
both a material’s stiffness and its hardening properties. One option would be to
use inverse methods and vary all material properties until the full, simulated forcedisplacement curve matches experimental results. Because this process would use the
full curve, it has more potential to detect effects of material hardening (the loading
portion of the curve depends on hardening parameters more than the unloading portion). This approach was used with some success for analysis of nanoindentation on
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material with gradient properties [35]. Their inverse methods could find Eef f , K, and
n by inverse methods. They found results were insensitive to σy0 , which is consistent with these results where varying σy0 had smallest effect on the unloading curve.
The simulations in [35] were lower resolution and had more noise. The simulations
here with tartan grid and methods for reducing noise may lead to improved inverse
analysis of nanoindentation experiments.
The calculated hardness H for these simulations relative to baseline values and as
function of scaling factor are shown in Fig. 3.7B. Unlike modulus, the H value for any
material is not an input to simulations and therefore extracted H cannot be compared
to a known value. Experiments for hardening are mostly qualitative and express
some number based on final indent size relative to indentation pressure. A simulated
material’s hardness should therefore vary with change in hardening properties and
results in Fig. 3.7B track expectations. The measured H increases as σy0 or khard
increases. The variation with nhard is also expected. For power-law hardening with
constant σy0 and khard , hardening curves for various nhard intersect when ||εp || = 1
(or 100% plastic strain). Because all simulations show that ||εp || remained less than
1 for all material points (except sometimes one point directly under the tip of the
indenter), increasing nhard will shift the hardening curve closer to an elastic-plastic
material with lower hardness. Conversely, decreasing nhard will shift the curve to a
material with higher yield stress and higher hardness. The dependence of H on nhard
follows this expected trend. The curve that varied khard and nhard again shows that
nhard is the dominant hardening parameter affecting indentation experiments.
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3.3.3 Strain-rate dependent materials
The goal of simulations with time-dependent strain hardening (i.e., when C is Eq. (3.3)
is 6= 0) was to mimic typical experiments where indenter force is held constant for
some time period before unloading. Because force is held constant, we had to switch
from indenter velocity control to load control simulations. Normally, rigid particles in
MPM, as used here for the indenter, have prescribed velocities although the velocity
can be a function of time and position. To implement load control, we needed to
prescribe total rigid particle force instead of velocity. As described above, the MPM
simulations provides output of indentation force by summing contact forces on all
rigid particle, but MPM does not have a method to set that force. Instead, we used
a PID (Proportional, Integral, Derivative, controller, see [14]) feedback loop were velocity was adjusted to maintain indentation force at a specified value. As in velocity
control simulations, the PID loop was based on a target load as a function of time
that was sigmoidal both in the loading and unloading phase to prevent oscillations.
To simulate experimental procedures, the target load function had a hold phase at
constant maximum force for variable amounts of time.
These simulations used the same baseline properties as above, but now varied
C from 0.01 to 0.1. The reference strain rate parameter, or strain rate at which
hardening is equal to baseline hardening, was set to ε˙0p = 106 sec−1 . Because these
simulations were loaded at faster speeds then in experiments (loading in 1 µs), the
reference rate had to be scaled accordingly (we used 1/(loading time)). For positive
C, particles loaded below this rate will see drop in yield stress while those at higher
rates will see higher yield stress. Figure 3.8 gives simulated nanoindentation curves
with C = 0.1 and various durations of hold time at maximum force. While we did
not rigorously optimize the PID control parameters, this algorithm performed well.
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Figure 3.8: Load-displacement curves for strain-rate dependent material with Cjc =
0.1 for different hold times.
All simulations were relatively free from noise and the contained a stable hold phase
at constant maximum force.
We looked at the effect on hold time for a strain-rate dependent yield material
on both the hardness and the effective modulus extracted from simulated results by
the Oliver and Pharr method (and assuming  = 0.75 and β = 1.115). Figure 3.9A
shows measure hardness compared to base line hardness (horizontal line for C = 0).
Increasing C caused the hardness to drop and the drop increased with C. The drop
in hardness occurred because plastic strain rates under the indenter were always less
than the chosen reference strain rate. As a result, the strain-rate term causes a drop
in yield stress or a material with lower hardness. As a function of time, the hardness
dropped further. During the hold phase the plastic strain rate is very low leading to
further drop in yield stress.
Figure 3.9B shows the effects of C and hold time on extracted effective modulus.
Eef f increased with zero hold time and the increase was larger for higher C. The
increased was causeds by change in strain hardening properties of the material. As
seen in Fig. 3.7A, the change in Eef f with changes in hardening-law properties are
more convoluted that change in hardness. For all values of C, the extracted Eef f
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Figure 3.9: Elasticity and hardness vs Cjc and hold times.
decreased with time and perhaps reached a plateau. As a consequence, experiments
on materials with strain-rate dependent hardening properties should use sufficient
hold time to reach plateau, or at least consistent, results for both hardness and
modulus.

3.3.4 Shape effects
Many of the methods for extracting Eef f from experiments and analyzing effects of
material hardness are based on indentation of a homogenous infinite half-space, or
a good approximation of such a space. If this assumption is significantly violated,
the standard nanoindentation analysis methods cannot be trusted. Reference [18]
presents an experimental method to attempt to correct for various shape effects.
They propose looking at the total compliance Ct of the indentation system:

Ct =

1
√

Eef f Ac

+ Cm + Cs

(3.14)

where Cm is compliance of the machine and Cs is any additional compliance of the
indentation specimen due to deviation from being a homogenous, infinite half-space.
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The term Eef f Ac is proportional to slope S in Eq. (3.10). The machine compliance
should be fairly constant (and zero for simulations), but the structural compliance
could vary significantly with the location of the indentation in a specimen. For
example, indentation on one material near an interface with another material or
indention near a free edge would both see Cs change as a function of distance to
the interface or the edge. In principle, by running experiments as a function of
indentation location, one could measure Cs allowing one to separate material Eef f
from machine and specimen compliance effects. Reference [18] proposes that the effect
of some structural demarcation should be a function of the inverse of its distance to
the nanoindentation site.
To investigate the strategy from Ref. [18], we conducted three numerical experiments using MPM simulations as illustrated in Fig. 3.10. First, the indentation
block was divided into two materials, with the material under the indenter having
E = 1.0 GPa while the remainder of the block had E = 2.0 GPa. The variable d
was the distance from tip of the indenter to the material interface. Second, the two
materials were switched such that the stiffer material was under the indenter. Third,
the entire block had E = 2.0 GPa but the depth of the block was varied — d was
now distance from the tip of the indenter to the rigid, zero-velocity surface on the
bottom of the block. The plasticity properties used the base-line properties from
section 3.3.1.
The calculated Eef f from simulated load-displacement curves for the three different structural geometries are plotted in Fig. 3.11A. Not surprisingly, there is a
significant effect on Eef f when d is small or when the indented specimen has significant deviations from a homogeneous, infinite half-space. Also note that the effect
persists to a rather large d. The measured Eef f did not return to input material
properties until d was more than 20 times the indentation depth, which was 1.5 µm
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Figure 3.10: Axisymmetric simulation geometries used to investigate the effect of
structure on shape. d is the distance from indentation tip to structure change. a)
Low stiffness material surrounded by high stiffness material, b) high stiffness material
surrounded by low stiffness, c) thin material.
(see Fig. 3.11A). It would be a misconception to think that because nanoindentation
tips and depths are small that the method is not altered by nearby structural features.
Reference [18] discusses two ways to correct for structural compliance in nanoindentation experiments. One of the methods requires measurement of the contact area
from the indentations while the second requires multiple indentations in the same area
with different maximum loads. Here we tried a new method that was made possible
because we know the correct modulus. We assumed the structural effects should be
described by some function of d, which can be formulated as:
1
1
=
+ f (d)
Em (d)
Eef f

(3.15)

where Em (d) is the measured modulus for simulation of material with known Eef f and
f (d) is some non-constant function. By examining simulation results, f (d) appears
well represented by a linear function of 1/d. In other words, plots of 1/Em (d) as
a function of 1/d are close to linear with the intercept being close to 1/Eef f . The
linearity is show by plots in Fig. 3.11B. Extrapolating to d → ∞ (or 1/d → 0) gives
an estimate for Eef f with an error of 10% for the geometry a (“1 to 2 GPa”) in
Fig. 3.10, 2% for geometry b (“2 to 1 GPa”) and 2% for geometry c (“2 GPa vs.
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Hardness.
thickness”). The larger error for geometry a was likely because the material under
the indenter had E = 1.0 GPa while the data was interpreted using β determined in
section 3.3.1 for a material with E = 2.0 GPa.

3.3.5 Full 3D simulation and effective indenter shapes
We repeated the basic simulations in section 3.3.1 using a full 3D model with a pyramidal Berkovich indenter. A simulation of the same size block extended to 3D using
a tartan grid, but using slightly lower resolution under the indenter (150 nm cells),
needed about nine million particles and ran in about two days. A simulation with
100 nm cells under the indenter is feasible, but required about 30 million particles
and would take several weeks. The results at 150 nm resolution looked acceptable. As
seen in Fig. 3.2, the transverse displacement under the indenter in 3D resembles the
corresponding radial displacement in axisymmetric simulations. The 3D simulation
does reveal asymmetry in the displacement caused by asymmetry in the Berkovich indenter shape along the symmetry plane. Despite asymmetry effects in 3D stress state,
the global load-displacement curves for the full 3D simulations were almost identical
to curves from axisymmetric simulations. Compared to axisymmetric simulations,
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the 3D simulation had about 3% higher peak force, had the same hardness, and had
about 7% higher extracted Eef f . The small differences persist even if compared to
axisymmetric simulations with 150 nm cells, which means they are likely caused by
indenter shape effects. The overall similarities between axisymmetric and 3D results
are reassuring as much analysis of nanoindentation in the literature is carried out
using axisymmetric methods [36, 37, 40, 41].
While the shape of a Berkovich indenter is not conical, its agreement with conical
simulations can be partially explained by the concept of an effective indenter discussed
in [39]. When an indenter is being pressed into a surface, any plastic deformation will
blunt or smooth the shape of the indenter seen by the purely elastic portion of the
material. During the unloading, the deformed region and the indenter forms a blunted
“effective indenter” under which the pressure is approximately constant. For the
power law in Eq. (3.9) describing the unloading portion of the curve, a elastic material
should have m = 1 for a flat punch and m = 2 for a cone or Berkovich indenter. In
nanoindentation experiments (and simulations), this parameter is generally between
these two. In our simulations, we found m ≈ 1.25 (provided at least 60% of unloading
curve was fit), which is consistent with the concept of an effective indenter. Reference
[39] suggest the effective shape of an indenter can be found by measuring the difference
between the final indentation shape and the indenter. Because simulations give full
details for indentation shape, this proposed effective indenter shape can be calculated.
The effective shapes for both our axisymmetric and 3D simulations are visualized in
Fig. 3.12. These shapes are fairly blunt for both cases, which is consistent with m
decreasing toward value for a flat punch, are partially explains similarities of the
results.
For another view, we looked at an isosurface of constant compression stress of
30 MPa in the depth direction. These isosurfaces do not correspond well to the shape

3D

Axisymmetric
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Indenter shape

Effective indenter shape

Constant stress isosurface.

Figure 3.12: Comparison of the actual indenter shapes, effective indenter shapes
(vertical axis scaled by factor of 5) and an isosurface of vertical compressive stress
of 30MPa under the indenter. The effective indenter shapes are very flat and so
the vertical axis was made five times larger for visualization purposes. Also, all
the geometries are flipped upside down and the flat surface added behind for better
viewing perspective.
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of the effective indenters, as would be expected from a uniform pressure under an
indenter. As pointed out in Ref. [12], it is not actually possible to have uniform
pressure under an indenter of any shape. Despite the lack of axisymmetry of the
Berkovich indenter, the stress isosurface shown in Figure 3.12 looks similar to the
axisymmetric case, which illustrates again that indenter shape effects are blunted
by plasticity and by dispersion of the stress distribution. Before effective indenter
shapes and stress isosurfaces help explain why axisymmetric simulations are a good
approximation to 3D simulations with a pyramidal Berkovich indenter.

3.4 Conclusions
These new simulations have demonstrated that MPM is well equipped for the modeling of nanoindentation. In particular, MPM handles well the large deformation and
contact that occurs under the indenter tip. For good simulations results, the region
under the indenter tip requires high resolution and that need was met efficiently by
using a tartan grid. To achieve noise-free curves with no dynamic artifacts, the indenter displacement should be sigmoidal and the MPM calculations should use noise
reduction methods now available in XPIC(m) [16].
All virtual experiments show that stiffness and hardness extracted from loaddisplacement curves depend on the hardening parameters of the material. If the
hardening parameters depend on strain rate, the extracted stiffness and hardness will
also depend on hold time at maximum force. Because one typically does not know
the hardening parameters of a material studied by nanoindentation, these numerical
observations suggest there is a limit on the accuracy achievable by using Oliver-Pharr
type methods [37]. A potential approach to achieving higher accuracy is by using
thorough numerical analysis. For example, an iterative inverse approach coupled with
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MPM, as done in [35], could be used to solve for material parameters by matching
load-displacement curves to experiments. If that analysis considers the full curve
(i.e., both loading and unloading), such an inverse approach may find both stiffness
and hardening properties of an unknown material. A note of caution — the loaddisplacement curves are a convolution of elasticity, plasticity, and local geometry and
have been shown to not necessarily be unique [8]. Furthermore, if the material being
indented is strain-rate dependent, resulting in the load displacement curves with a
flat top, then this strain-rate dependance needs to be modeled as well. MPM could
be an effective tool for carrying out inverse methods aimed at extracting additional
and more accurate material properties from nanoindentation experiments.

Appendix
The effect of block size and resolution on the measured modulus from the axisymmetric simulations are plotted below in Figure 3.13.
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Chapter 4: Numerical Simulation of Pressure-Driven Adhesive
Penetration into Realistic Wood Structures
The Material Point Method (MPM) was used to numerically model pressure-driven
flow of adhesive into hybrid poplar wood. The cellular structure of the hybrid poplar
was discretized in an MPM model by converting X-ray computed tomography (XCT)
voxels from 3D scans of actual wood-adhesive bond lines into material points in the
model. In the MPM model, a slab of adhesive between two wood adherends was forced
into the modeled wood structure. The wood material was modeled as a rigid material
and the adhesive as a compressible, non-Newtonian fluid. MPM is well suited for
these simulations because it can handle the large deformation of the adhesive fluid
as well as adhesive-wood contact. The MPM fluid model with contact was verified
by 2D simulations of a geometry with a known analytical solution using the same
parameters and resolution as the full 3D simulations. Multiple 3D simulations were
run and the modeled adhesive penetration at the end of the simulations was compared
to experimental penetration observations in the source XCT data. The simulation
results correlated well with experimental results.

4.1 Introduction
Wood is experiencing increased interest among green-minded architects and builders
for use as a structural material. If managed properly, wood has the potential to be
an eco-friendly and sustainable resource [34]. Increasing the amount of wood used in
construction could play a role in mitigation of the current CO2 and climate change
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crisis. Many structural wood products are in the form of engineered wood composites
– a class of materials that are manufactured by cutting wood into smaller pieces (e.g,
veneers, flakes strands, particles) and joining them together with adhesives. Some
common examples of wood composites are plywood, oriented strand board (OSB),
laminated veneer lumber (LVL), glulam, and cross laminated timber (CLT). A key
component in such composites is an adhesive that functions to bond the wood together
and to transfer stress throughout the material. In most manufacturing methods,
liquid adhesive is applied to wood surfaces and then compressed to form the bond.
The compression brings wood surfaces together and forces some amount of adhesive
to penetrate into the porous wood structures.
One view of adhesive penetration is that it provides a mechanism to increase surface contact between adhesive and the wood. This contact may promote a strong
bond due to intermolecular and chemical forces as well as mechanical interlocking
[26]. On the other hand, if the adhesive penetrates too far into wood, bond lines may
become starved of adhesive resulting in weaker bonds. In addition, excessive penetration could waste expensive glue by filling regions remote from the bond line that
provide limited benefit to bond line performance [25]. Clearly, a detailed understanding of the process of adhesive penetration into wood and the resulting performance
of the wood/adhesive bond line is of interest to manufacturers of wood composites.
Such understanding would help them develop adhesives that can provide an optimal
amount of penetration into a variety of wood species.
This paper describes 3D numerical simulation of adhesive penetration into realistic
wood structures. Some researchers have attempted to model average penetration into
wood [18]. The analogous problem of resin penetration into fiber mats during resin
transfer modeling has been limited to average resin flow using Darcy’s law for flow
into porous media [10, 15]. To our knowledge, this work in the first to undertake
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simulations of adhesive flow into explicit, 3D wood structures. However, a similar
methodology has been applied to modeling the injection of bone cement into porous
bone [5]. A detailed 3D model for adhesive penetration into wood (or for flow into any
porous media) faces two grand challenges. First, the numerical model must accurately
represent the structure of the wood. Attempts to use idealized or simplified models for
wood’s cellular structure (e.g., an array of hexagonal cells) would give limited insights
into adhesive penetration. Any model that hopes to explain penetration differences
that depend on wood species or details of wood anatomy (e.g., early wood vs. late
wood, presence of vessel elements, cell-wall pits, etc.) must always use realistic wood
structures that contain those features. Second, any proposed simulation method
should be validated by comparison to experiments. RTM simulations of average flow
have been validated by comparison to 2D experiments on model fiber mats [24]. The
comparable experiment are not possible in wood. Instead, new simulations need to
be compared to 3D experiments for adhesive penetration.
Both challenges can be resolved by making use of recent experimental data on 3D
adhesive penetration into wood [25, 27, 28]. These experiments used high-resolution
X-ray computed tomography (XCT) to observe wood adhesive bonds for several resins
and several species. By sufficiently tagging the adhesive for X-ray contrast, the experiments could segment adhesive and wood structure and both visualize and quantify
3D adhesive penetration. These experimental data provided our simulations with
both input structures, allowing us to model realistic wood structures, and experimental observations of adhesive penetration, allowing us to validate simulations by direct
comparison to experiments.
Our simulations used the material point method (MPM) [3, 32]. This method was
chosen because of its ability to easily discretize complex wood structures [2, 8, 20]
and its potential for handling solid-fluid interaction including adhesive/wood contact
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mechanics. A rendering of one simulation result in Fig. 4.1 illustrates the steps in
our modeling. Figure 4.1a shows the initial modeled structure. The explicit 3D wood
structure was derived from the wood structure in the XCT data. The adhesive that
had penetrated into the wood was moved from XCT data position and to a slab of
adhesive between the two wood adherends. The simulation then compressed the bond
allowing the adhesive to penetrate into the wood. Figure 4.1b shows the developing
adhesive structure part way through the simulation while Fig. 4.1c shows final prediction of adhesive penetration. Because the initial XCT data had penetrated adhesive,
the simulation results could be validated by directly comparing to experiments on the
identical wood structure. The comparisons were done both by visualization methods
and by quantitative calculation of penetration metrics.

a

b

c

Figure 4.1: A rendering of adhesive flow into wood structures predicted by one simulation (this rendering was done using R [29] with the misc3D [9] and rgl [1] packages).
a. Start of simulation based on actual wood structure with actual amount of adhesive
moved to slab between the wood adherends. b. Visualization of adhesive structure
part way through the simulations with top wood adherend removed for clarity. c.
End of the simulation with 3D predictions for adhesive penetration.
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Figure 4.2: The simulation framework: a) 2D XCT stacks, b) a slice showing the wood
structure and experimental results for adhesive penetration, c) region of adhesive is
deleted and two sides are separated, d) undeformed glue slab is inserted and the sides
are forced together.

4.2 Numerical Methods
4.2.1 MPM Simulations
The material point method (MPM) is a particle-based, computational mechanics tool
[3, 32]. It was used for this work because of its ability to discretize complex structures
(wood structures from XCT data) [2, 8, 20], the possibility of using liquid particles to
handle fluid-solid interactions [12, 14, 30], and new options for dealing with contact
(between liquid adhesive and wood cell walls) [22]. These simulations modeled some
recent 3D, XCT data for wood adhesive bonds [25, 27, 28]. We considered two of
their data sets: hybrid poplar (HP) bonded with phenol formaldehyde (PF) adhesive
and HP bonded with a polyvinyl acetate/phenol formaldehyde blend (PVA-PF). The
XCT data were a stack of 2D images or slices that had been segmented from XCT
data into 3 phases: adhesive, wood, and void space. A stack of slices and view of one
slice with raw experimental data are in Figs. 4.2a and b. The resolution of the scans
was 1.45 µm3 per voxel.
The simulations setup is illustrated in Figs. 4.2c and d. First, the two wood
adherends were separated and the adhesive was removed. Second, the adhesive was
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replaced by a rectangular slab of adhesive between the two adherends; the slab’s
thickness was chosen such that the total amount of adhesive matched the number of
voxels of adhesive in the source XCT data. Finally, an MPM computer simulation
pushed the two adherends together to model clamping and subsequent penetration
of glue into the wood structure. Symmetry boundary conditions were applied on the
side surfaces to keep adhesive from flowing out the edges. The task of discretizing
the complex structures defined by XCT data was solved simply by mapping voxels in
the XCT data into material points in the MPM model [2, 8, 20].
Wood’s cellular structure has long empty channels (e.g., cell lumens) that were
nearly parallel to the bond line in the studied specimens. For a simulation to capture
realistic flow, the model needs enough resolution to allow flow within the lumen
space. Furthermore, wood cells have thin walls, so sufficient resolution is also needed
to resolve them as flow barriers. These simulations used a regular MPM grid with cell
size of ∆x = 2.9 µm. Each cell had 8 particles resulting in a one to one correspondence
between XCT voxels to material points (i.e., each material point’s initial volume was
1.45 µm3 ) and providing the maximum resolution available from source XCT data.
Figure 4.3 illustrates this resolution by showing typical number of grid cells across
small lumens and number of particles across cell walls. The cross section of each slice
was 0.57 mm × 0.57 mm and about 400 slices were used to simulate a total length
along the bond line of 0.58 mm. The resulting simulations contained approximately
17 million particles. We used the MPM code OSParticulas (which is development
version of the public domain NairnMPM code [21]). The simulations took between
10 and 30 days depending on adhesive, wood structure, and resulting clamping speed.
OSParticulas is parallel code and was run on single server nodes with 24 to 32 cores.
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Figure 4.3: A zoomed view of a portion of a 2D cross-section of the wood structure
made up wood cell wall material points (rigid material points as black squares showing
cross section of particle with volume 1.45 µm3 ). The background lines show MPM
grid cell lines that are cross sections of cubical cells having volume of 2.9 µm3 .

4.2.2 Modeling Wood, Adhesive, and Wood-Adhesive Contact
The wood cell walls were modeled as a rigid material, with the assumption being that
the wood is much more rigid than a liquid and most of the interesting physics is happening in the liquid region. The use of rigid materials allowed for faster simulations.
Modeling the wood structure as an elastic material would require smaller time steps,
because the stiffness of wood is higher than the fluid. Also, rigid materials need far
fewer calculations during the simulations — the only calculations were to move them
at a prescribed velocity and to extrapolate them to the grid to model contact with
the fluid (see below).
The use of rigid wood properties, however, imposes some limitations. The XCT
data provides evidence of localized crushing of the wood cell walls near the bond
line. In other words, real clamping methods can deform cell walls, but no such
deformation occurs when using rigid materials. Because our MPM model was based
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on XCT data, these simulations modeled penetration into a wood surface that may
have initial damage. It would be preferable to simulate penetration into undamaged
wood (or just damage caused by surface preparation methods), but we did not have
XCT data for specimens prior to bonding. The main goal of this work was to validate
penetration simulations by comparing computer predictions to XCT experiments on
penetration; the only available XCT data for such validation required use of postbonded wood, which may include some damage caused during bonding.
When using rigid materials, a simulation proceeds by prescribing their velocity
and updating their positions in each time step. We chose a closing speed of 1 m/s,
which was a rough estimate of closing speed for a high-speed laminated veneer lumber
(LVL) processing line where veneer layers are compressed from an initial stack to final
thickness by passing through rollers. When this clamping speed was kept constant,
the net clamping pressure (measured by contact forces as described below) increased
beyond physical limits for wood. To avoid such unrealistic forces, a load controlling
PID (Proportional, Integral, Derivative, controller, see [11]) feedback loop was used
to dynamically adjust the velocity of the rigid particles to keep pressures at or below
the compression strength of HP (2.5 MPa [31]).
The adhesive in these simulations was modeled as a non-Newtonian, compressible
fluid. The pressure was modeled as a Tait fluid [17] where pressure is given by:

p = CK exp





1
(1 − J) − 1
C

(4.1)

where C = 0.0894 is a universal Tait constant, K is bulk modulus, and J is the
determinant of the deformation gradient, or relative volume V /V0 . The shear stress
as a function of the deviatoric, symmetrized velocity gradient of the fluid was modeled
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Table 4.1: Experimental results for viscosity of the PVA-PF blend adhesive as a
function of shear rate.
log10 (γ̇(s−1 )) η (cP)
0
210,000
0.8
87,000
1.6
1700
2.7
1000
∞
1000
using:

2
τ = η(γ̇) ∇v + ∇v − Tr(∇v)I = 2η(γ̇)dev(∇v)
3


T

(4.2)

where ∇v is the velocity gradient and η(γ̇) is the viscosity which can be a function
of the shear rate γ̇ = 2|dev(∇v)|. The full stress tensor combines these constitutive
laws for Cauchy stress of σ = −pI + τ .
The modeled PF adhesive had a measured density of ρ = 1.2 g/cm3 and a measured viscosity of η = 1300 cP. The viscosity was measured at multiple shear rates
and found to be constant [25]; thus PF was modeled as a Newtonian, compressible
fluid. The bulk modulus K was not measured, but was set to 1 GPa for the simulations. This bulk modulus is somewhat lower than most fluids, but a lower bulk
modulus allows larger time steps and faster simulations. Furthermore, we noted that
changes in bulk modulus did not have significant effect on other liquid models at
similar pressures.
The modeled PVA-PF adhesive blend had a measured density of ρ = 1.2 g/cm3
and measured viscosity that depended on shear rate [25]. The experimental results for
viscosity were fit to a piecewise log model. The properties used are shown in Table 4.1.
Simulated shear rates between two table values were found by linear extrapolation in
log10 (γ̇). The bulk modulus K for PVA-PF was also set to 1 GPa.
Contact between adhesive and wood (or between liquid and solid) was modeled
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using multi-material mode MPM with contact algorithms [4, 19, 22]. In multi-material
mode MPM, each material has its own velocity field on the grid and contact laws are
implemented on nodes that share more than one material type. Most prior MPM
contact has been limited to frictional or stick contact [4, 19]. We used a recent
generalization of MPM contact laws [22] to implement a partial slip model where the
shear stress at a contacting surface is given by:

τw = η(γ̇w )γ̇w = kη(k∆vt )∆vt

(4.3)

where γ̇w is the shear rate at the contacting surface. This shear rate is found from
γ̇w = k∆vt where k is a constant with units 1/length and ∆vt is the sliding (or tangential) velocity difference between the two materials. The parameter k has physical
interpretation as a “influence” zone near the surface. This contact law can model slip
conditions (k = 0, τw = 0, or frictionless), stick conditions (k → ∞ or ∆vt → 0), or
anything in between (0 < k < ∞) as partial slip. Simulations were run with k = 0
(frictionless) and k = (0.01∆x)−1 where ∆x = 2.9 µm was the grid resolution (partial
slip).
MPM contact is implemented by calculating the change in momentum that must
be applied to each material point on a contact node for material motion to satisfy
the chosen contact mechanics [4, 19, 22]. This change in momentum (divided by
time step) corresponds to a contact force [22]. We summed contact forces for all
rigid materials on one side of the bond to monitor the net clamping pressure. This
contact pressure was used in the PID feedback loop to control velocity such that total
clamping pressure did not exceed the transverse compression strength of wood.
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4.2.3 Verification of Adhesive Modeling
To verify our MPM fluid modeling at a resolution corresponding to modeled lumen
space, we ran 2D, plane strain simulations with the PF fluid properties used in the
3D simulations. A section of fluid was allowed to flow under gravity down a plane
inclined at 50◦ from horizontal. The starting fluid position is shown in Fig. 4.4 (topleft). The rigid surface was horizontal, but body forces were applied at 40◦ to model
the 50◦ incline. The fluid boundary conditions were stick conditions with the rigid
material on the bottom and stress-free at the top surface. To compare to lumen space
and resolution in 3D simulations, a 17.4 µm thick layer was modeled with 6 grid cells
(see Figure 4.3). This inclined-flow problem was chosen because an analytical solution
is easily obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes equation for the prescribed boundary
conditions:

v(y) = −

sin(θ)ρg
η

 
y
y δ−
2

(4.4)

where y is normal distance from the surface, g is applied body force, ρ and η are the
fluid’s density and viscosity, and δ is the thickness of the fluid layer [35]. We used
g higher than gravity to help induce the high-viscosity fluid to flow in a reasonable
time.
Our first verification simulation used standard MPM methods (denoted here as
FLIP standing for Fluid Lagrangian Implicit Particle [6, 13, 33]). The velocity profile
of the flow at 0.5 ms measured on the grid in the middle of the fluid (to avoid
boundary effects) is compared to the analytical solution in Fig. 4.4. The FLIP result
exactly reproduces the analytical solution. Looking more closely at the FLIP results,
however, reveals that FLIP simulations of fluids develop considerable noise in the
distribution of particle velocities (see 4.4). Such noise may limit the reliability and
stability of complex, 3D, glue penetration simulations.
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Figure 4.4: Left) The 2D fluid simulations. Black particles are rigid material that
interact by contact. The blue rectangle is the initial fluid region, then XPIC and FLIP
solutions are shown after 0.5 ms. Fluid particles are colored with relative velocity.
Right) Velocity of profile of simulations compared to analytical solution.
MPM codes have a reputation of being noisy in fluid simulations [13]. This noise is
a consequence of a mismatch in degrees of freedom between the background grid and
the particles. The noise can build up and eventually limit the accuracy of a simulation.
A new MPM technique named XPIC(m) (of order m) was recently developed to
address this problem [13]. In brief, XPIC(m) provides an alternative method for
updating particle velocities. All orders of XPIC(m) force the grid and particles to
have the same effective degrees of freedom. Low orders of XPIC(m) reduce noise,
but may add unwanted damping. XPIC(1) is equivalent to PIC (or Particle in Cell
method), which is known to cause over damping of fluids [7, 13, 16]. Higher orders of
XPIC(m) approach the limit of damping only frequencies not seen by the grid (i.e.
removal of only null space noise), with the trade off of greater computational cost.
We found XPIC(5) to be a good compromise between limiting unwanted damping
and minimizing computational cost. Figure 4.4 shows velocity profile and distributions of particle velocities for XPIC(5) simulations of fluid on an inclined surface.
The velocity profile is nearly exact, although shows a slight amount of damping near
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the maximum velocity. Unlike FLIP, however, the XPIC(5) velocities are excellent
and virtually free of noise. All simulations in this work were run by both FLIP
and XPIC(5). The FLIP results were used to confirm that XPIC(5) does not over
damp. The XPIC(5) simulations had less noise and more stable simulations that were
preferred for post-analysis of some results.

4.3 Results and Discussion
This study consisted of three PF and three PVA-PF full-scale, 3D simulations. Two
PF simulations used partial slip contact between liquid and wood with either FLIP
velocity or XPIC(5) velocity update; a third PF simulations used frictionless contact
with FLIP velocity update. The same set of three simulations were run for the PVAPF adhesive as well.
The clamping pressures vs. time for all PF and PVA-PF simulations are shown in
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The PF simulations started with the two wood sections separated
by 55.1 µm and moving together at 1 m/s. Fig. 4.5 shows that pressure reached
the imposed maximum value of 2.5 MPa early in the simulation causing the velocity
to decrease due to feedback control. A consequence of the reduced velocity is that
these two PF simulations took the most time. The “Partial Slip” simulations by
FLIP and XPIC(5) were nearly identical except the XPIC(5) results had less noise.
The “Frictionless” results (done by FLIP) had lower clamping pressure as frictionless
sliding of adhesive into lumens reduces the resistance to the clamping process. In fact,
the pressure only barely reached 2.5 MPa. The wood adherends were stopped when
the wood sections returned to their original position in the source XCT data. The
partial slip simulations never reached the initial position; the frictionless simulations
reached initial position at 0.054 ms.
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Figure 4.5: Plots of the clamping pressure vs. time for the three PF simulations
— partial slip using XPIC(5) (solidline), partial slip using FLIP (dashedline), and
frictionless using FLIP (dottedline). The closing velocities (in m/s) for each simulations are plotted with the corresponding line style. Note that velocities automatically
decrease to prevent clamping pressure from exceeding 2.5 MPa.
The PVA-PF simulations started with the two wood sections separated by 78.3 µm
and moving together at 1 m/s. None of the pressures ever reached 2.5 MPa; thus
the clamping speed was held constant at 1 m/s until the wood adherends return to
the original position in the source XCT data (at 0.078 ms). Like the PF results,
the “Partial Slip” results by FLIP and XPIC(5) were similar. The PVA-PF had less
noise that could be removed by the XPIC(m) method. Also similar to PF results,
the “Frictionless” results (done by FLIP) had lower pressure.
A good way to compare simulation results to experimental results, is to visually
compare the final adhesive distribution. The 3D geometry of the adhesive component
of the wood bond for all simulations are compared to experimental results for adhesive
penetration in Fig. 4.7. The geometries from the PVA-PF simulations agreed very well
with the experimental geometry. In fact, the simulated and experimental geometries
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Figure 4.6: Plots of the clamping pressure vs. time for the three PVA-PF simulations
— partial slip using XPIC(5) (solidline), partial slip using FLIP (dashedline), and
frictionless using FLIP (dottedline). The closing velocities (in m/s) were the same
for all simulations (solid line) and dropped to zero once the gap returned to position
in XCT data.
are nearly identical except for a few disconnected points in the experimental geometry
that are not seen in the simulations. These experimental points may be regions that
were reached from penetration regions beyond the modeled volume element or reached
by penetration through openings not resolved in the XCT data.
The PF simulations have regions of good agreement but also regions that do not
agree as well with the experimental geometry (see Fig. 4.7). The disagreement on
the bottom-left is due to a large tube of adhesive in the experimental geometry that
is not filled in the simulations. It is likely this tube was not well connected to the
bond line within the modeled volume element but was instead filled by adhesive that
entered the tube outside the simulated region and flowed into the region from the side.
Alternatively, the connection may have been closed by damage to the wood cell walls
during bonding. Capturing this extra penetration would require modeling a larger
section of the bond line or modeling penetration into undamaged wood. Another
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PF

FLIP Frictionless

FLIP

XPIC( 5)

Experimental

PVA-PF

Figure 4.7: Visual comparison of experimental results for adhesive penetration (top
row) to simulations by partial slip with XPIC (5) (second row), partial slip with FLIP
(third row), and frictionless with FLIP (bottom row). The PVA-PF simulations are
on the left; the PF simulations are on the right. The plots show only the adhesive
component of the 3D experimental and simulations results; the wood component has
been removed for clarity.
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reason the PF simulations agree less well with the experimental results may be the
intricacy of the experimental geometry. Looking at the experimental shape, there are
some intricate details on the upper-right side that may be beyond the resolution of the
liquid particles used in the simulations (the liquid particles were 1.45 µm3 ). Perhaps
using smaller liquid particles along with a finer background mesh, could capture these
extra details, but the simulations would be longer.
To reduce simulation and experimental results to a numeric metric, we used the
weighted penetration metric proposed by Paris and Kamke [25]. This weighted penetration (WP) is defined as
vP
u V Y2
u
i i
u i
WP = t P
Vi

(4.5)

i

where Yi is the perpendicular distance from voxel i corresponding to an adhesive
material to the bond line and Vi is the volume of that voxel. For simulations, Yi and Vi
correspond to adhesive materials points. This metric was calculated for experiments
and simulations; the results are compared in Table 4.2. The “Top” and “Bottom”
metrics considered only adhesive on one side of the bond line while the “Total” metric
averaged over all adhesive locations. These values show that PVA-PF simulations
agreed well with experimental geometries. The PF simulations did not agree as well
with the experimental results. In particular, the tube that is filled with adhesive in
experiments caused poor agreement on the “Bottom” surface and in “Total” results.
The results for the “Top” surface had better agreement.
A more revealing use of WP is to plot its spatial variation as shown in Figs. 4.8
and 4.9. These plots present WP as a function of position viewed from above or
below the bond line surface in a direction normal to that surface. The results for
PVA-PF simulations, shows that the simulations agreed in rather fine detail with all
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Table 4.2: Comparison of bulk weighted penetration (WP) for PVA-PF and PF
experiments and simulations. All WP are in µm. XPIC(5) and FLIP were “Partial
Slip” results and the “Frictionless” results were done using FLIP.
PVA-PF
PF
Bottom
Top
Total Bottom Top Total
Experimental
24.69
25.96
25.3
68.57
31.62 56.41
XPIC(5)
25.21
23.32
24.35
27.98
27.3
27.7
FLIP
25.18
23.3
24.32
27.97
27.42 27.74
Frictionless
25.24
23.3
24.35
26.57
26.6 26.58
experimental results. The plots for PF simulations reveals information on why these
simulations did not do as well. In the right part of the domains, the simulations
agreed fairly well with the experimental results, but on the left side, there is poor
agreement. Comparing this result with the visualization in Fig. 4.7, the disagreement
was mostly caused by the previously-mentioned large tube of adhesive, which is likely
not connected to the bond line within the modeled volume. Failing to fill this tube is
also likely why the PF simulations were unable to completely close the gap between
the wood structures. For a fair comparison, the same number of voxels of adhesive
found in experiments was used in the initial slab of adhesive between the adherends in
the simulations. Because the simulations did not have access to the large tube filled
in experiments, the simulation results in more adhesive confined to other regions in
the bond line. This extra adhesive resulted in higher clamping forces and prevented
full closure (at least without needing excessive pressure).
A benefit of developing glue-penetration simulations is that one can interrogate
the simulation results to gain insights into formation of wood adhesive bonds. For example, we monitored the shear rates experienced by the adhesive during the clamping
process. Knowing these shear rates could be useful for manufacturers when designing
new adhesive blends that have shear-rate dependent rheology. The shear rates for
each MPM particle were tracked and the distributions are plotted as a function time
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of weighted penetration perpendicular to the bond line for
the PVA adhesive geometry. Units are in µm.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of weighted penetration perpendicular to the bond line for
the PF adhesive geometry. Units are in µm.
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in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. The plots were from partial slip simulations using XPIC(5)
because they had reduced noise and better results for distributions of shear rates.
The contours in the plots represent contours on the distribution of shear rates; the
thick line in the middle is the median shear rate. The lower-viscosity, Newtonian
PF resin had consistently high shear rates. The shear rates started to drop around
0.03 ms when the feedback force control led to reduced clamping speed. The nonNewtonian PVA-PF resin started with lower shear rates, but approached similar shear
rates to PF as the clamping process proceeded. These shear rates decreased when the
wood clamping was stopped. Note that at high shear rates, the viscosity of PVA-PF
becomes similar to the viscosity of PF. As a result, the peak shear rates were also
similar.
To give context to these values, the shear rates at the wall for flow with velocity
v through a tube with diameter d is given by [35]:

γ̇ =

8v
d

(4.6)

For a flow speed of 1 m/s through a tube of 50 µm diameter (roughly the size of a
cell lumen), expected shear rates are on the order of 105 s−1 . This value is around
the median value for PF (Fig. 4.10) and corresponds to maximum value for PVA-PF
(Fig. 4.11).
Another option for interrogating the data, would be to input the wood/adhesive
structure into a second simulation to study the mechanical properties of the wood
adhesive bond. For example, perhaps an MPM damage mechanics [23] model could
predict bond failure. The potential simulation options would be to vary wood structure (e.g., different species or different amounts of early wood and late wood), adhesive
rheology, and clamping conditions and study how such variables affect deformation
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Figure 4.10: Quantiles of shear rates vs time during XPIC simulation of the PF
geometry.
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and fracture of wood adhesive bonds. This current study was limited to XCT of wood
adhesive bonds because we required experimental results of adhesive penetration to be
able to validate the simulations process. Computer modeling of bond performance,
which will be the topic of future publications, would still need detailed XCT data
for wood structures of various species, but it would not be limited to XCT data of
adhesive bonds. It could use any sufficiently-resolved source of 3D wood structure.

4.4 Conclusions
By direct comparison of simulated adhesive penetration into wood structures to 3D
experimental results on adhesive penetration into the identical structure, we verified
the a material point method (MPM) simulation is capable of predicting many, but
not all, details of glue penetration. For the PVA-PF adhesive, the simulated and
experimental results agreed very well by all metrics used to analyze the results. For
the PF adhesive, the comparisons were not as good, but the discrepancies can be
explained by a few details of the wood structure. The PF simulations failed to
predict penetration into regions that were not connected to the bond line within our
modeled volume element and missed some fine resolution features. We expect the
discrepancies could be resolved by analyzing a larger volume element, considering
undamaged wood, or using higher resolutions. Using a larger volume would not be
difficult, but using higher resolution might be beyond current computer capabilities
(each doubling of resolution in dynamic 3D simulations increases computational time
16 fold).
These first simulations were interrogated to gain insight in the adhesive conditions
during typical clamping conditions. The adhesive experiences a distribution of shear
rates reaching maximum values in the range of 105 s−1 . Future work could investigate
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topics such as role of wood species, role of wood structure (early wood vs. late wood),
role of adhesive rheology, and role of clamping rate and pressure. By developing
additional simulation methods to predict bond failure, the approach may provide
insight into role of all such variables on wood adhesive performance.
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Chapter 5: Numerical Modeling of the Mechanical Behavior of
Wood-Adhesive Bonds.

5.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 laid out a modeling paradigm for simulating with MPM many of the
relevant aspects of wood-adhesive bonds. In Chapter 4, model geometries of woodadhesive interfaces were created from MPM simulations of pressure driven penetration
of adhesive into a wood structure. As laid out in Figure 2 in the Chapter 1, the next
step is to investigate how the characteristics of that adhesive penetration effect the
performance of the bond. This can be done by running MPM simulations with geometry created from the results of the adhesive simulations to predict the mechanical
behavior of the bond. Several snapshots of such a simulation are shown in Figure
5.1. In the simulation, the adhesive geometry and wood structure was taken from an

Figure 5.1: Snapshots of a shear block simulation on a wood adhesive bond created
from adhesive simulations. Transparency is increased and damage, or cracking, strain
is shown as white. (These renderings were done using R [8] with the misc3d [3] and
rgl [1] packages).
adhesive penetration simulation 4. The geometry is loaded in shear, these boundary
conditions are shown in Figure 5.2. The wood cells walls were modeled with a transversely isotropic, linear-elastic material and the adhesive region was modeled with
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an isotropic, linear-elastic material. Also, both of these material models included a
softening model, meaning once the stress state reaches a critical point, the material
starts to soften or damage. These softening materials are discussed in more detail in
Section 5.2.2. Figure 5.1 shows how the bond begins to damage throughout the simulation. The first image in that figure shows the initial structure. The following two
images have increased transparency to show the internal progression of the damage.
The damaged material is shown as white. By the final image, the damaged region
has spread throughout the entire bondline.
Simulations were run for geometries from both the modeled adhesive penetration
(the geometry from the PVA simulations in Chapter 4) and from the corresponding
XCT data. The stress-strain curves for these two simulations are compared in Figure
5.2. The two simulations, in this example, have nearly identical mechanical behavior.
Though the two simulations agree with each other in this virtual experiment, this
2.5
Modeled Adhesive

Shear Stress (MPa)
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1.5
Actual Adhesive
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Figure 5.2: Left) Boundary conditions of the MPM simulations from Figure 5.1.
Black arrows represent loading, tan region represents wood, blue represents adhesive.
Top and bottom have sliding boundary conditions. Right) Stress-strain curves of the
MPM simulations for the two geometries.
does not guarantee that this virtual experiment faithfully represents physical reality.
To this end, simulations of the mechanical performance of wood adhesive bonds need
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to be verified with experimental data. Through collaboration with Daniel Ching and
Dr. Fred Kamke, we have access to data for this verification process. In this chapter,
we investigate how well these MPM simulations can predict the experimental results.

5.2 Material and Methods
5.2.1 Experimental data
All the experimental data discussed in this chapter was obtained through collaboration with OSU researchers, Daniel Ching and Dr. Fred Kamke and is described
in more detail in [5]. The experimental specimens for testing bondline performance
consisted of two small, clear pieces of wood bonded together with adhesive. The
pieces had nominal dimensions of 2 mm wide, 1 mm thick, and 10 mm between holding fixtures. Two notches were cut into the specimen at different locations and the
ends were epoxied into steel fixtures to enable tension loading. An example of these
specimens is shown in Figure 5.4. The specimen geometry was oriented according to
the orthotropic nature of the wood, the pieces of wood were bonded on the tangential
faces and loaded in the longitudinal direction. The specimen considered here was
late-wood Douglas fir bonded with phenol–formaldehyde to a section of early-wood
Douglas fir.
These specimens were taken to the Advanced Photon Source X-ray facility at
National Laboratory (Argonne, IL) and scanned while being loaded in tension. The
specimens were loaded and then held for a period of time until the load stabilized, then
an X-ray scan was taken. Then it was loaded to a higher load and held, and another
scan was taken. This process was repeated for multiple different loading levels. The
load vs. displacement and load vs. time curves for the specimen considered here are
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Figure 5.3: Load curves for Experiments
The reconstructed X-ray data consists of a series of gray-scale slices or images.
The resolution of these scans was 1.3 microns per voxel. Daniel Ching developed
MatLab code based on Gaussian mixtures of voxel intensities to segment these images
into regions of void space, wood cell walls, adhesive, and a mixture of cell walls and
adhesive [5]. One of these segmented X-ray slices is shown in Figure 5.5.
Digital volume correlation (DVC) was applied to the XCT data to obtain the
full, 3D strain fields induced in the specimens by the loading. DVC is a strainmeasurement technique first introduced by [2] to estimate full strain tensors fields in
3D volumes, such as those available from XCT data. It works by finding displacements
fields between the two volumes that maximizes the correlations of the volumes, and
this displacement is converted to strains by taking the spatial gradients. The DVC
analysis was carried out by Daniel Ching and using the Vic–Volume software sold by
Correlated Solutions.
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5.2.2 Numerical Modeling
All numerical modeling was carried out using the MPM and FEA from code OSParticulas (which is a development version of the public domain NairnMPM code [6]).
The segmented XCT scans of the specimen were used to create a modeled geometry
in MPM simulations. The difficulty presented here is that very high resolution is
needed to fully model the thin cell walls. In order to capture the intricate details and
correctly resolve the geometry, the size of the material points need to be similar to
the size of the XCT voxels. But modeling the entire specimen at this high resolution
would result in a MPM simulation with an enormous number of material points, on
the order of 1 billion material points. To make this problem tractable, a small subset
of the geometry was modeled in MPM at this high resolution. The subset region was
0.52 mm wide, 0.52 mm thick, and 2.08 mm long. The location of this subregion,
relative to the bondline, is shown in Figure 5.5. The location relative to the notches
and full specimen is shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Loading setup and geometry of the wood adhesive bond specimen. The
subregion that is modeled by MPM is highlighted with a purple rectangle.
Since the modeled subregion is in the middle of the specimen, boundary conditions
were estimated using a plane stress Finite Element model of the entire specimen,
using the bulk properties of wood, not the properties of the cell walls. The bulk wood
properties used are given in Table 5.1 and are based on properties for Douglas Fir
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Figure 5.5: A segmented XCT slice of the wood adhesive bond specimen. Green
represents wood cell wall, black represents empty space, red represents adhesive and
wood mixture, and blue represents adhesive. The highlighted region shows the subset
location for the MPM simulation.
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from [9]. This FEA model is shown in Figure 5.6. The displacement field from this
FEA model around the subset was used to create displacement boundary conditions
for the interior MPM simulation.
Table 5.1: Properties used for FEA calculation.
EL (GPa) ER (GPa) GLR (GPa) νRL
12
0.89
0.83
0.036

Figure 5.6: Finite Element model of specimen. Colors represent horizontal displacement, blue represents zero displacement, red represents max displacement. Boundary
conditions shown at the ends of specimens are displacement boundaries: no vertical
displacement, no horizontal displacement on left, positive horizontal displacement on
the right.
For the MPM simulation, rigid particles were used to set displacement boundary
conditions on the edges of the subregion, based on the FEA model results. For the two
planes not captured by the 2D FEA model, one plane was set to be a symmetry plane
and the other a free edge. Referencing Figure5.5, the plane corresponding with the
left vertical edge of the highlighted region was the symmetry plane. These boundary
conditions are illustrated in Figure 5.7. A better approach would be to couple the
FEA and MPM into a cohesive simulation. However, the current code, OSParticulus,
does not yet have this capability. The resolution for the MPM simulations were
5.2 µm per cell (or 2.6µm per particle) in the radial and tangential direction and
13 µm per cell in the longitudinal direction. The relevant geometry details vary less
in the longitudinal direction therefore lower resolution was used in that direction.
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Figure 5.7: The MPM model and boundary conditions.
In the MPM simulation, the cell wall material was modeled as a transversely
isotropic, linear-elastic material with softening. The material properties used are
given below in Table 5.2 and were based on values given by [4]. The material properties for the adhesive are given in Table 5.3. Most of the properties for cured phenolformaldehyde in wood were not known, so the properties were estimated based on
comparable polymers and with personal communication with Dr. John Nairn. These
Table 5.2: Properties
Property Value
EA
30
ET
10
GA
2.6
GT
2.6
νA
0.15
ρ
1.5
σAc
350
σTc
135
c
τA
50
τTc
30
τc
30
c
GA,I
1650
GcA,II
550
c
GA,I
350
c
GA,II
350

of wood
Units
GPa
GPa
GPa
GPa
g/cm3
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
J/m2
J/m2
J/m2
J/m2

cell wall used for MPM calculation.
Note
Axial modulus
Transverse modulus
Axial shear modulus
Transverse shear modulus
Axial Poisson’s ratio
density
Axial yield strength
Transverse yield strength
Shear strength parallel to axial
Shear strength through axial
Shear strength isotropic plane
Axial mode I toughness
Axial mode II toughness
Transverse mode I toughness
Transverse mode II toughness
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Table 5.3: Properties of cured adhesive used for MPM calculation.
Property Value Units Note
E
1.0
GPa Modulus
ν
0.33
Poisson’s ratio
ρ
1.0
g/cm3 Density
σc
30
MPa Yield strength
τc
20
MPa Shear strength
GIc
100
J/m2 Mode I toughness
GIIc
100
J/m2 Mode II toughness
softening materials for MPM are introduced and discussed in [7]. They act as a linear
elastic material until the stress in the material reaches a critical level, at which point
the material starts damaging or softening. This constitutive law can be written as:

σ = (I − D)Cε

(5.1)

where σ is the stress tensor, I is the identity tensor, D is the anisotropic 4th damage
tensor, and C is the undamaged stiffness tensor. When there is no damage, the material behaves as a linear-elastic material, then as the material starts to damage or
soften, the stiffness of the material is reduced. The progression of the damage in the
material is controlled by a linear softening law which provides a relationship between
the damage and the material’s toughness. In [7], this particular implementation was
introduced for materials with isotropic properties. However, separate softening laws
are required for tensile and shear stresses and once the damage starts, the material
becomes anisotropic. Since the publication of that paper, Dr. John Nairn has extended this formulation of damage mechanics to transversely isotropic materials and
implemented them in OSParticulas[6].
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5.3 Results and Discussion
The experimental data and the numerical models can be compared through the use
of strain data. The strains for both experimental and MPM results are compared
for two different loads, (20.3 N and 74.5 N), below in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. These
loads are the global load applied to the whole specimen (not the load applied to
the MPM subregion). As mentioned before, FEA was used to convert this global
load (load on the fixture) to the necessary displacement boundary conditions for
the MPM simulations. Figure 5.8 shows how the MPM average longitudinal loads
compare to the FEA global loads. The FEA load-displacement curve is much steeper
than the experimental load displacement curve given in Figure 5.3. This discrepancy
can be partially explained by several factors. First, the displacement between the
loading fixtures was not measured directly, rather it was estimated from the output
of the loading machine. So the machine compliance could account for some of the
discrepancy between the FEA and the data. Large relaxations of the load during hold
times are evident in the load-curves shown in Figure 5.3 which supports this assertion.
However, the strain data comparison presented in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, suggest this
does not account for all of the differences. Second, the material parameters used in the
FEA model were average properties for Douglas fir, not properties measured for this
particular specimen. In [9], it is pointed out that wood properties are highly variable,
stiffness parameters have a coefficient of variation of over 20 %. This highlights the
need discussed earlier in Chapter 1 to find the customized material properties of the
actual specimens being modeled using techniques likes nanoindentation. Finally, the
FEA modeled the specimen as a homogenous section of wood, since the adhesive
region was small. This may not have been a valid assumption.
The experimental load curve had maximum load of 74.5 Newtons, after which
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the specimen started to fail. In the MPM simulation, the corresponding spot in the
simulation (see Figure 5.8) there was no sign of failure. In fact, the equivalent load in
the MPM simulation reached a load value that was almost twice the max experimental
load. This suggests the strength parameters used in the simulation were too high.
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Figure 5.8: Equivalent load-displacement curves for the MPM simulation and corresponding FE model. The arrows correspond to the DVC strain comparisons in
Figures 5.9 and 5.9
The DVC analysis of the experiments provides the full strain tensor for different
points through the volume. The full strain tensor is also available from the MPM
simulations. It is not a trivial task to visualize and compare 18 dimensional data
(3 spatial dimensions, 6 strains). While it might seem like a waste of the wealth of
data that is provided by the DVC, the dimensionality of this data is reduced in two
different ways for this chapter. First, the strain tensor is condensed down to scalar
equivalent strain which is calculated as:

εeq =

p
1
2/3kε − tr(ε)k
3

(5.2)

where tr(ε) is the trace of the strain tensor. Second, this 3–dimensional scalar field
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is viewed from different orientations and the third dimension is averaged. These
depth-averaged equivalent strains are shown below in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.
In Figure 5.9, the equivalent strain values in the DVC data are a little lower than
the MPM simulation. When the specimen was being scanned with X-ray, it was preloaded to 5.4 N to prevent movement during the scan. This scan formed the baseline
state from which the strains were calculated with DVC. So the DVC strain data
ignores the strain caused by the first 5 Newtons of load, which might explain part
of this discrepancy. Also, the MPM strain data has higher resolution, which causes
a larger range of plotted strains. But overall, there is decent agreement between the
two sets, the average values are similar and the strain is higher at the bond line and
at the right end.
In Figure 5.10, while this distribution of equivalent strains appears to be similar,
the strain values in the DVC data are about 4 times higher than the MPM simulations.
This probably is due to displacements from the FEA model being too low as discussed
earlier.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of equivalent strains from the experimental DVC data and
from the MPM simulation at the applied load of 20.3 N. In each plane shown, the
strain is averaged in the third dimension.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of equivalent strains from the experimental DVC data and
from the MPM simulation at the applied load of 74.5 N. In each plane shown, the
strain is averaged in the third dimension.
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5.4 Conclusion
A global-local approach was used with the combination of 2D FEA and 3D MPM
simulations to enable the high resolution necessary to capture the intricate structure
of wood. More work is needed to improve the global model. It seems that specimen
specific material properties are needed and further work should include an inverse
FEA scheme to find estimates for these properties. For the experimental data, more
accurate measurement of displacement is needed for easier comparison with the models. The feasibility of verifying MPM simulations with DVC data was demonstrated.
The MPM simulations produced strain distribution patterns similar the DVC data
and much of the discrepancies are explainable by the deficiency of the boundary conditions. These simulations would benefit from more seamless coupling of MPM and
FEA to achieve a more accurate and more satisfying global-local approach. The MPM
simulations failed at a much higher load than the corresponding experimental max
load. This could be because the strength parameters used in the MPM simulations
were too high. However it is possible that the material started failing at a location
outside the region modeled by the MPM simulation. If this was the case, then it is not
the strength properties that are the culprit, rather a large subregion might need to
be modeled. This needs further investigation. While progress has been made towards
high resolution modeling of wood adhesive bonds and verification with experimental
data, additional work remains to be done to achieve better agreement between the
modeling and experimental data.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The goal of this work was to develop the necessary groundwork and implement detailed and full-featured customized numerical modeling of wood adhesive bonds using
MPM. In short, the goal was to start with a specific wood structure and an uncured,
liquid adhesive, and then use MPM modeling to predict how a bond formed from
these would behave under mechanical loading. This is a complex and multi-step endeavor; the full scope is outside of a single PhD dissertation. However, progress has
been made and some of the necessary intermediate steps accomplished.
One of the first steps to accomplishing this is to model how the adhesive flows
into a wood structure. To improve the modeling of this fluid structure in MPM, an
advancement called XPIC was invented and introduced in Chapter 2. XPIC changes
the way the material points and background grid communicate with each other in a
way that significantly reduces noise and high frequency oscillations. This new method
is used to improve fluid simulations in Chapter 4, and is used in the simulations in
all of the chapters.
In Chapter 4, we used MPM simulations to model the pressure-driven flow of
uncured adhesive in a wood structure, created from XCT scans of actual wood adhesive bond segments. These simulations are verified against experimental X-ray data.
Further work related to this step would involve including additional physics to the
model, such as surface-tension. Also, in the simulations from that chapter, the wood
is modeled as a rigid material. For realistic modeling the wood could be treated as
a deformable material to capture additional physics, such as cell-wall crushing while
clamping and bonding. Also, it is possible that wood cell material properties change
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when they wick up the uncured adhesive, this effect might need to be modeled as
well.
To accurately model the mechanical performance of a wood adhesive bond, a
full set of mechanical properties of both the wood cell wall and cured adhesive is
needed. Since wood has highly variable properties [1], ideally, one would have the
exact mechanical properties of the particular specimen of wood being modeled. This
is partially possible using nanoindentation. The difficulty is that existing methods
for analyzing nanoindentation have strict assumptions that the indented material is
an isotropic, linear-elastic, infinite half-space. Wood cell walls meet none of these
assumptions. For accurate analysis, more complete numerical modeling is needed. In
Chapter 3, we investigated the use of MPM in modeling nanoindentation. We found
that numerical modeling is indeed important for accurate and consistent material
properties and that MPM is well suited to handle this modeling. Further work is
needed in coupling MPM with actual nanoindentation experiments of wood cells and
cured adhesive in wood.
In Chapter 5, we discussed modeling performance of a wood adhesive bond with
the geometry created from the glue squeezing simulations in Chapter 4. Also, we
modeled wood adhesive bonds from X-ray data and compared the strain fields with
experimental strain fields obtained from Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) of the
X-ray data.
Not every step in the proposed overarching modeling paradigm has been fully
completed but we have shown progress in every step and demonstrated the feasibility
of each step. Each of these steps need additional modeling, more verification of
experiments, and possibly more advancement of MPM.
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6.1 Recommendations for Future Work
Once the modeling paradigm has been fully implemented with MPM and verified with
experiments, the next phase is to use this modeling to further the understanding of
wood adhesive bonds, to suggest and inform additional experiments, and to optimize
adhesives and bonding procedures. This modeling system could be coupled with
in iterative inverse approach to better fit the models to the data and provide more
accurate estimates of material properties.
Future work in this area includes applying nanoindentation experiments to the
specific wood adhesive bond being modeled and then using MPM simulations of the
nanoindentation to accurately estimate the material properties of that specimen.
In the MPM simulations conducted in this work, the interface between the wood
and adhesive interface was assumed to be a perfect bond. This assumption needs to
be challenged or verified with additional modeling and experimentation.
Using the MPM simulations set up in Chapter 4, more virtual experiments should
be run to investigate the effects of different liquid adhesive properties and wood
structure on adhesive penetration into wood. Then using the MPM simulations set
up in Chapter 5, more virtual experiments should be run to investigate the effects of
penetration on the mechanical performance of the bond.
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